IF YOU ENJOY STAMP COLLECTING, 
......visit "WEGG'S"!

WANT TO START A NEW COLLECTION?...WE HAVE ONE OF THE 
LARGEST STOCKS OF WORLD-WIDE STAMPS IN CANADA, FROM CLASSICS TO MOD- 
ERN, FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL SELECTION.

COLLECT COVERS OR POSTCARDS?...OUR STOCKS WILL PRO- 
VIDE MANY HOURS OF PLEASURE..."PULL UP A CHAIR" AT OUR COUNTER, AND 
ENJOY!

PHILATELIC SUPPLIES?...OUR SELF-SERVE DISPLAYS OF ALBUMS, 
MAGNIFIERS, TONGS, MOUNTS, STOCK SHEETS, & OTHER ACCESSORIES WILL 
PLEASE YOU!

BUILDING A LIBRARY?...ENHANCE YOUR COLLECTING PLEASURE! OUR 
WORLD-WIDE STOCKS OF PHILATELIC LITERATURE ARE EXTENSIVE, & ATTRACTIVELY 
DISPLAYED FOR YOUR SELECTION.

TIME TO SELL A PORTION OF YOUR COLLECTION?...WHY 
NOT DISCUSS THE VARIOUS METHODS OF DISPOSAL WITH US. OUR PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERTISE & FACILITIES ARE AT YOUR SERVICE.

NEED ASSISTANCE OR INFORMATION?...OUR COURTEOUS & 
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF WILL BE HAPPY TO HELP!

ENJOY A VISIT TO "WEGG'S"... 
THE STORE FOR STAMP COLLECTORS!!

(CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN TORONTO)

George S. Wegg 
Limited

36 VICTORIA STREET 
TORONTO, CANADA M5C 2N8 
Telephone: (416) 363-1596-7 
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MICHEL

An Important Message
to Collectors and Dealers

We have now available (for the first time!) a specially produced **MICHEL COLOR BROCHURE** in the English language, with detailed descriptions of the complete line of Michel catalogs, and handbooks.

Now you too can have access to the incredibly detailed and complete information that has always been the hallmark of Michel catalogs.

Call, or write, for a copy. No charge!

**1-800 361-3088**

**Lighthouse Publications (Canada) Ltd.,**
210 Victoria Ave., Westmount Que. H3Z 2M4.

A special 8-page booklet, entitled “Michel - an introduction for English speaking readers”, is available FREE with purchase of a Michel catalogue. Once you have read this short concise booklet, you will be able to understand Michel without an in-depth knowledge of German.
ROYAL 88

Just a few weeks from now, Royal 88 opens in Winnipeg, Manitoba, a highlight of the year for R.P.S.C. members and organized philately in Canada. The June 16 - 18 gathering will be the 60th annual convention of your Society. It includes a super bourse where you may find those elusive items for your collection, a round of informative seminars to expand your philatelic knowledge, and special social events to renew acquaintances and form new friendships.

Hosted by the Winnipeg Philatelic Society, Royal 88 also includes a National-level exhibition. For those new to the hobby, exhibiting and showing well at the national level is a prerequisite to entering the big F.I.P. - sanctioned international shows such as CAPEX *87 in Toronto last year. For collectors, a look at the exhibits is an excellent way to learn about how to put a collection together for show and to advance your own knowledge of the area(s) you collect.

Royal 88 will also be the site of the annual general meeting of the R.P.S.C., complete with the election of directors. This year’s meeting is vitally important as the Society’s board of directors has proposed bylaw amendments that, if approved, will modify the way in which directors are elected in the future. Under the proposed change, a nominating committee will suggest a full slate of directors, representing all parts of Canada. Directors will serve two-year terms but half the board membership will be elected annually. Biographies of those standing for election will be published in advance in The Canadian Philatelist. As well nominations may be made from the floor.

It’s an important change in the way directors are selected by members and, if you are unable to attend this year’s annual meeting, you are urged to complete and mail the proxy form which was published in the March-April edition of CP.

As a relative newcomer to the West of Canada, I can attest to the warmth and friendliness of Westerners which is sure to be apparent at Royal 88. Headquartered at Westin Hotel in the heart of downtown Winnipeg, the host society promises hospitality par excellence. For early arrivals, there’ll be a pre-convention hospitality suite, 2 - 11 p.m. on the Wednesday. And the whole show wraps up with the awards ceremonies and banquet on the 18th.

FOR JUNIORS

For youth collectors, the R.P.S.C. has just made a major change. To conform with F.I.P. international regulations, the maximum age for junior collectors has been raised to 21 years from 18 for the junior category in national shows under the patronage of the R.P.S.C.

Here, in part, are F.I.P. regulations affecting juniors:

Rule 4 - Each exhibit shall be allocated the following number of frames in conformity with its assignment to the respective age class:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>14 and 15 years old</td>
<td>24-32 pages</td>
<td>60-64 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>16 and 17 years old</td>
<td>24-32 pages</td>
<td>60-64 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>18 and 19 years old</td>
<td>32-40 pages</td>
<td>72-80 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>20 and 21 years old</td>
<td>32-40 pages</td>
<td>72-80 pages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The age of an entrant is that attained on Jan. 1 of the year in which the exhibition takes place.

The maximum and minimum number of pages is not mandatory for national-level exhibitions held in Canada but should be considered as a guideline for young exhibitors. Those aged 18 - 21 years who exhibit in a national show in Canada can choose to show either as a junior or in the regular competitive class.

JUNIOR COLUMN

Shortly, The Canadian Philatelist will begin publishing a regular column aimed at junior collectors. As in any hobby, attracting and maintaining ‘a new wave’ of enthusiasts to stamp collecting is vital to the future of philately in Canada. It is hoped the youth column will be of special interest to young collectors and help provide information for older collectors interested in introducing the hobby to young people.

RECORD SALES

Margaret Allen, the R.P.S.C. sales manager, reports another record sales year for ROYAL circuits. In 1987, sales totalled $165,023.40, a four per cent increase over 1986. Congratulations. If members are interested in becoming part of a direct or multiple circuit, they should write Mrs. Allen, stating their collecting interests, at: PO Box 727 Fenelon Falls, Ont. K0M 1N0 (Telephone 705-887-5386)
Chapters, too, can receive regular circuits, usually a feature of many a club meeting, by contacting Mrs. Allen.

If you have duplicates you want to sell (usually to finance the purchase of even more stamps, covers and philatelic paraphernalia), write Mrs. Allen for sales books (at 50 cents each). The commission to the Society of 15 per cent of sales and one per cent of book value for insurance.

CHAPTER REBATES

A reminder to all chapters that selling Royal memberships is an easy way to gain a little cash for club coffers. For each new member sponsored by a chapter, the chapter receives a $5 rebate. Individual memberships are just $18 plus a one-time $5 admission fee for new members. Membership includes an annual subscription to The Canadian Philatelist, free of charge.

APPRAISALS, ANYONE?

The R.P.S.C. frequently receives requests for names of appraisers for estate or insurance purposes, mainly from lawyers on the behalf of their clients.

Usually, the Society responds by sending names of stamp dealers and professional auctioneers who reside in the area of the enquirer and would provide a valuation for a price.

Just as sure as there are vast differences between catalogue value and the likely price a particular item is likely to fetch either at auction or if sold to a dealer or another collector, there is a vast range of philatelic knowledge among dealers and auctioneers.

There are some dealers and auctioneers in whom we have developed a great deal of trust and respect for their knowledge and fairness; there are others who probably wouldn’t even know where to begin to look if a valuation was required on one of our postal history items.

This brings up a question, given the widespread popularity of our hobby. Should there be some sort of association for those who could serve as appraisers or valuers of stamp collections? (We imagine collectors of coins and other items are in the same boat).

There is a national association of appraisers - for those concerned normally with more mundane things such as real estate. Could or should such a group become involved with a national network of those who have the expertise to fairly judge the value of a particular stamp collection?

Or could the R.P.S.C. maintain a list of knowledgeable collectors, dealers and auctioneers who could serve as appraisers if called upon?

Comments would be appreciated, especially from any collectors who are involved with professional appraisal industry.

INSTRUCTIONS, TOO

The foregoing raises another point. If you were to die today, would those who survive you know what to do with that stamp collection you’ve accumulated over the years?

If your stamp collection were to be sold, would your lawyer, spouse, or heirs know where to go to ensure they’d get the maximum value?

If such things haven’t been discussed in drawing up your estate plans or with those who would be left with responsibility of disposing
of your collection which is, after all, an asset of your estate, it is a good idea to include with your collection a list of dealers, stamp auction houses, collecting friends or others you would recommend to do such a task.

Brief notes on such things as a fair market value of the collection (comparing yours with similar auction lots is one method of coming up with a ‘market’ value), pointers to items which are particularly valuable, and the like would make disposal easier, especially for those who have little or no philatelic knowledge.

**CO-OPERATION**

PRAGA ‘88, the F.I.P. world exhibition in Prague, Czechoslovakia, Aug. 26 - Sept. 4, will be an international show with a difference.

Late last year, FINLANDIA 88 and PRAGA 88 officials signed an agreement which should lead to a new era of co-operation for international stamp shows in Eastern Bloc nations.

Under terms of the agreement, PRAGA has agreed that for the first time, exhibition-goers in Czechoslovakia will be able to buy western stamps, paying in local currency.

That should open up new areas of collecting and philatelic exchanges for collectors on both sides of the ‘Iron Curtain’.

**MOST POPULAR STAMP**

The Winnipeg Philatelic Society is conducting its 12th annual Canada stamp popularity contest and has asked our co-operation in getting R.P.S.C. members to join in rating Canadian definitive and commemorative issues of 1987.

If you are interested in participating, drop the editor of the Winnipeg Philatelic Society’s excellent publication, The Buffalo, a note. The address is The Buffalo, Winnipeg Philatelic Society, Box 1425, Winnipeg, Man. R3C 2Z1. Please do it quickly as the deadline for the poll is May 31.

**THANK YOU, BRIAN RUSSELL**

The centrepiece of this issue contains the index of Volume 38, numbers 1-6, the 1987 issues of The Canadian Philatelist. The index again this year has been prepared by Brian Russell, a longtime R.P.S.C. member. Thanks once again, Brian. Your work is very much appreciated.

A quick count reveals that in 1987, your CP contained 52 full length articles along with dozens and dozens more briefer notes contained in regular features such as Postmarked Ontario, The President’s Page and Editor’s Notes.

---

**LAMONBY & ALLEN**

**FINE STAMPS OF GREAT BRITAIN**

Our company has only very recently completed another major and fortuitous addition to our large stock of Early Issues of Great Britain. Many hundreds of Collections are involved and these are being reduced and split together with a quantity of Stockbooks containing Early Line Engraved Issues and Victorian High Values.

We can therefore offer for a period of one month or until stocks are exhausted the following mixed accumulations of early Queen Victorian and Edward VII issues Mint and Used as follows:

- $40 Mixed Victorian Edwardian Selection
- A range of rarities in collectable condition: 1d Red’s Stars, Postal History, Edward Shades Mint and Used. A nice run of Surface Prints. Outstanding Values OUR NAME IS YOUR GUARANTEE.
- $80 GV AND EDWARD Range Selection
- Pulled from 1000s of Album Leaves combined with many very early GB Victoria. All sorts and full balanced cross section. Superb value you’ll agree.
- $120 Tailor Made Clearance Lot
- Packed with much more than above Plenty of Surface Prints, Plenty of Edward and many extra including Postal History items. Very High Cat Value indeed. Great Value Lot. Superb selection.

Please Today Dispatch your $40 $80 $120 $200 $300 $400 $750 Mixtures

Name
Credit Card No.
Address

Offer closes after one month, or after stocks are exhausted.
Post to: LAMONBY & ALLEN, 211 Old Castle Street, Portchester, Hampshire PO16 9QW

---
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SCOTT ON COMPUTER

According to the January issue of *Scott Stamp Monthly*, the popular Scott Catalogues will soon have a new design and format. For the past 1½ years, Dick Sine has been hard at work designing a program to put the catalogue contents on computer. With 5,000 pages in five volumes, the amount of work involved must be staggering.

The new catalogues, due in 1989, will be 8½” by 10½”, just about the size of the standard 8½ by 11 sheet of paper. By comparison, current Scott catalogues are 7½” by 9½”. The plethora of new stamp issues by some countries may be behind the enlarged size of the new catalogues. After all, if a publisher can get a few more listings and illustrations per page, it substantially reduces the total number of pages required for the voluminous catalogues, keeping down costs to buyers without necessarily making the type smaller.

CAVEAT EMPTOR

When a Toronto collector saw a British auction catalogue with a rare 12½ perf large queen stamp, one with a RPSL certificate, he jumped at the chance to bid on it. And he was overjoyed that his bid was successful, even though the stamp was in less than perfect condition.

His joy, however, soon soured and it started two years of frustrations and much correspondence across the ocean in unsuccessful attempts to receive some of his money back.

After the collector received the stamp (and paid for it), he washed it in an attempt to clean it up a bit, a not uncommon practice among collectors. In doing so, he accidently thinned it. No problem to the collector who was still happy with his purchase though he noted the thin with a pencil notation on the expertise certificate.

Later, when comparing the stamp with the more common varieties of large queens, he noticed an unsettling similarity in color and perforations. A quick measure with a perf gauge confirmed the worst; it was indeed the common perf, worth just a fraction of the rare variety he thought he had purchased.

Noting the auction house’s guarantee, he wrote the firm, proposing a refund settlement in view of the thin and informing the firm that he had noted the thin on the certificate. He was taken much aback when the auction house threatened him with blackmailing, legal action and all sorts of other nasty things for attempting to alter the appearance of the stamp and for changing the certificate. No resolution of the refund request was ever reached; the auction house shortly thereafter went out of business, apparently after numerous complaints from disgruntled customers.

The collector then tried for some sort of satisfaction from the British stamp dealers association. No luck there – the association apparently is powerless to intervene when the dealer or auction house is no longer a member.

The expert committee of the RPSL, too, couldn’t help, though it did issue a new certificate for the stamp, noting it was of the common perf variety and that it had a thin in addition to previously listed faults.

To this day, the collector remains without the rare stamp he thought he had purchased and out of pocket a considerable sum of money.

In it, there may be a lesson for all collectors. First, expert certificates are opinions of experts and they can sometimes err. They are not absolute guarantees of the authenticity of a stamp. When you purchase a rare or valuable stamp, always check it immediately to be sure you’re getting what you pay for. Most reputable stamp firms will stand behind their sales – indeed most auction catalogues spell out the procedures to be taken if you suspect what you purchased is not what you think you were buying. For rare and expensive items, it is usually worth the small investment of second and third opinions on the authenticity of an item before making the sale final. If you can view a stamp or other item before a sale, do so and try to get an expert on it to view it with you.

Stamp collectors and stamp dealers are among the most trusting and trustworthy people in the world. No reputable firm would ever knowingly mislead its customers – word of mouth from an outraged client can kill a business and dealer groups such as the Canadian Stamp Dealers Association act quickly to root out any unscrupulous members.

But, despite certificates, experts, dealer associations and all the other safeguards in the business side of collecting, errors can happen. Like any other business involving buying and selling, it is ultimately up to the purchaser to take precautions to ensure himself/herself that what is being offered for sale is genuine in all respects.
Robert A. Lee Philatelist
Ltd.

is pleased to announce the sale at
Public Auction of the

David L. McKain Collections of 'The Small
Queens of Canada', and his Award Winning
'Canadian Railroad Post Offices'.

TO BE OFFERED IN SEVERAL SALES OVER THE NEXT YEAR.

Call or Write Today to Reserve Your Catalogue.

Robert A. Lee
PHILATELIST LTD.

P.O. Box 937, Vernon, B.C. V1T 6M8 • Phone (604) 542-5169
LET'S SEE STREET CARS

Subject — a street car stamp to commemorate the old street cars of Canada.

We have had the aircraft, ships, lighthouses and forts all honoured by a Canadian stamp — and all to the better of our wonderful stamps.

I would be very grateful if the Journal might give this project a plug in a future edition.

Any person who wishes to throw their glove into the fire can write a letter of promotion to:
Mr. Sylvain Cloutier, Chairman
Canada Post Corporation
Stamp Advisory Committee
Confederation Hights
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0B1

The mayor of Vancouver thinks such a stamp is a good idea as do all the mayors I had written to across Canada.

Robert N. Brown
Rexdale, Ont.

SEAWAY MEMORIES

The Seaway stamp story certainly brought back some memories.

I feel some others should be accounted for. There was a find in Smith Falls and one in Eastview, Ont., now called Vanier. A cover with one from Eastview arrived in our office at National Defence one day and our Sergeant showed the cover to me. It was not addressed to my Directorate but he wanted $800 for this one, which, at the time, I thought was a ridiculous price.

My inquiries at the Eastview Post Office resulted in a response that the remaining part sheet, not yet sold over the counter, was gone, according to the Postmaster.

In addition, one other complete sheet was found in Ottawa, the post office not identified, which later on landed up with a woman here. Two dealers were after it at once but both did not buy it as this sheet was very badly centered and both felt that the price asked for it was much too high for that condition.

The above would indicate that an additional three sheets must have been around.

Hans Reiche
Ottawa, Ont.

PRINTING ERROR

As a longtime member of R.P.S.C. I would like to commend all the staff for a most informative and interesting publication.

Talking of interesting items maybe you might find the enclosed of interest. It is a copy of the 8/87 historic shipwrecks series with a distinct error. It seems that a piece of errant paper has found its way between the press and stamp leaving a blank bar of 2-mm wide. I am now wondering if this is one of a kind or if other collectors have come across similar items.

Please feel free to publish this photostat if you wish and if any collectors have a similar item, I would be happy to hear from them.

Derek E. Kotchie
104 Avondale Ave.
Willowdale, Ont. M2N 2V2

SOUTHAMPTON FIND

I read with interest the article by Larry McInnis on the “Inverted Seaway” of 1959. He ended his article by saying that no one has been able to track down the unaccounted for 125 Seaway Invert stamps.

A sheet of 50 was sold to customers in the Southampton (Ontario) post office. Mr. James Clancy (postmaster, retired) confirms this and Mr. Victor Allen (collector of stamps) arranged for the sale of some of these to Mr. Bileski of Winnipeg in 1959.

I hope the above is of help in the continuing saga of the Seaway Invert.

Dan Mercer
Southampton, Ont.
‘HEART’ COVERS
The Canadian Heart Foundation finds that we have on hand a stock of Canadian first-day covers issued April 7, 1972 for World Health Day. We would be pleased to forward to any of your members a first-day cover in exchange for a donation (but over 37 cents, please!) to the Canadian Heart Foundation.

The same month, postage stamps from the United Nations and some 30 countries around the world were issued to commemorate World Health Month. A limited number of these collections is still available at cost of $25 CAN (a 1988 value of $75).

All requests, with attached cheque or money order, should be addressed to the Canadian Heart Foundation, One Nicholas Street, Suite 1200, Ottawa, Ontario K1N 7B7.

John C. McCrea
Executive Director
Canadian Heart Foundation

SMITH FALLS PANE
I find Larry McInnis’ article in the January-February Philatelist on the Inverted Seaway very interesting. As the author himself implies, there are still gaps to be filled in this story. For one, he makes no mention of the Smiths Falls pane.

Shortly after the issue of the stamp a Smiths Falls lady made a small purchase at the Post Office—I won’t quote the exact number but it was between 10 and 20—of the Seaway Stamps. After she had used most of this lot in the mail the invert error was noticed. I believe two of the remaining stamps were sold to an Ottawa dealer, but in any case I was shown the remaining single of the lot and made an offer to buy it. However, the owner decided to hang on to it for a while. Two or three years later I was given to understand that a New York dealer came to Smiths Falls and persuaded the owner to sell.

In an auction in the past two or three years I believe there was a commercial cover carrying a Smiths Falls cancellation so this was no doubt another stamp from that same pane.

There was a rumor about the same time as the other discoveries that a pane had turned up at a Post Office in one of the small centres on Lake Huron, either Goderich or somewhere in that area. I was never able to confirm this, but the Smiths Falls one is definite.

George Wegg
Toronto, Ont.

PICKY POINTS AND FREEZER BAGS
As historian of the R.P.S.C., and therefore wishing to see that our society is mentioned when it should be mentioned, I’d like to com-
moment on a statement attributed to Herman "Pat" Herst, Jr. in the article by Larry McInnis, *The Inverted Seaway* of 1959, that appeared in the Jan. - Feb. 1988 number of *The Canadian Philatelist*.

The 1961 North Hatley annual meeting which Herst attended was that of the R.P.S.C., not that of the British North America Philatelic — not "Postal" — Society. Herst did indeed join the R.P.S.C. in 1961. He was listed in the July - Aug. 1961 number of *The Canadian Philatelist* as having applied for membership and was assigned membership number 7661. He had joined B.N.A.P.S. in 1945.

I suppose that Herst was technically not yet a full member of the R.P.S.C. when he attended the May 11 - 14 North Hatley convention. Admission to full membership took effect 30 days after publication of an applicant's name in *The Canadian Philatelist*.

So much for picky points. On to another matter.

I recently discovered — perhaps the discovery will be nothing new to others — an excellent way to house and transport standard 8½ by 11 inch album pages for exhibiting purposes.

Loblaw’s "no-name" large size (10 by 12 inches) resealable freezer bags — other brands are probably just as good — will each conveniently hold 16 album pages. Self-adhesive or other labels can be affixed to the bags to indicate their contents and to give any special instructions for mounting in exhibition frames.

I used these bags to send an exhibit to OLYMPLEX '88 in Calgary and both I and the OLYMPLEX people found them very handy.

Ralph Mitchener
Ottawa, Ont.

---

**Ontario Post Office Closings, 1985 - 1987**

Canada Post Corporation has announced that the following Post Offices have been closed in Ontario during 1985, 1986 and 1987. No post offices were closed in Ontario during 1984.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Office</th>
<th>Organization Number</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Month Closed</th>
<th>County/District</th>
<th>Township</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydro Glen</td>
<td>336807</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Nov. 85</td>
<td>Simcoe</td>
<td>Matchedash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Hawk</td>
<td>450286</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Nov. 86</td>
<td>Rainy River Dist.</td>
<td>Fencelon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambray</td>
<td>310719</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>May 86</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Amabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chippawa Hill</td>
<td>392804</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Sept. 86</td>
<td>Bruce</td>
<td>East Whitby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>331163</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>May 86</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>Snider/Creighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creighton Mines</td>
<td>450669</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>July 86</td>
<td>Sudbury Dist.</td>
<td>Darlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enniskillen</td>
<td>331651</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>June 86</td>
<td>Timiskaming Dist.</td>
<td>Hilliard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilliardton</td>
<td>451517</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>April 86</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>East Nissouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeside</td>
<td>392634</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>June 86</td>
<td>Timiskaming Dist.</td>
<td>Trafalgar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palermo</td>
<td>334553</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>June 86</td>
<td>Sudbury Dist.</td>
<td>Romney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Alma</td>
<td>394181</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>April 86</td>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Rama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rama Road</td>
<td>336939</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>June 86</td>
<td>Algoma Dist.</td>
<td>Drayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey</td>
<td>452629</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Aug. 86</td>
<td>Sudbury Dist.</td>
<td>Manitoulin Is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgeview</td>
<td>451029</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>July 86</td>
<td>Sudbury Dist.</td>
<td>Palmerston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Lake</td>
<td>453633</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Aug. 86</td>
<td>Kenora Dist.</td>
<td>Pickering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheskguaining</td>
<td>454680</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Sept. 86</td>
<td>Manitoulin Dist.</td>
<td>Gauthier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow Road</td>
<td>314773</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>July 86</td>
<td>Frontenac</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitevale</td>
<td>336378</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>June 86</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobie</td>
<td>450758</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Mar. 87</td>
<td>Timiskaming Dist.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Traverse</td>
<td>315664</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>May 87</td>
<td>Nipissing Dist.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Albert</td>
<td>314625</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>Mar. 87</td>
<td>Russell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population figures are from Canada census. It is possible that additional offices may have been closed in November and December 1987.
Salutes the
Canadian Stamp Dealers
Association on their
first show:

June 17, 18, 19, 1988
at the Sheraton Centre
Toronto

Permanent Office
Philatelic Exhibition Consultants Limited
157 Clifton Ave., Downsview, Ontario,
Canada M3H 4L6

Siege Social
(416) 633-7230
COMING EVENTS

1988


JUNE 1-12 — FINLANDIA '88, a world philatelic exhibition celebrating the 350th anniversary of the Finnish Post Office in Helsinki, Finland. Canadian Commissioner: Dave Dixon, PO Box 1082, Oakville, Ont. L6J 5E9.

JUNE 16-18 — ROYAL '88, the 60th annual convention and exhibition of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada at the Westin Hotel, Winnipeg, Man. Host Club is the Winnipeg Philatelic Society, R.P.S.C. Life Chapter #85. For information, contact Mrs. S.A. Clark, 924 North Drive, Winnipeg, Man. R3T 0A8.


JUNE 17-19 — TOPEX AT STAMPEX, 39th Convention of the American Topical Association at the Sheraton Centre, 123 Queen St. West, Toronto, Ont. Information from Alan J. Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1.

AUG. 6 — FENPEX IV, the annual exhibition and bourse of the Fenelon Stamp Club at the Senior Citizens Hall, 105 Lindsay St., Fenelon Falls, Ont. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Information: Ron Thorburn, Fenelon Falls, Ont. K0M 1N0.

AUG. 26 - SEPT. 4 — PRAGA '88, FIP - sponsored bourse to be held in Czechoslovakia. Canadian Commissioner will be Andrew Cronin, P.O. Box 5722, Station 'A', Toronto, Ont. M5W 1P2.

SEPT. 8-10 — BNAPEX '88, annual exhibition, bourse and convention of the British North America Philatelic Society at the Virginia Beach Resort and Conference Center, Virginia Beach, Virginia. Host group is the Mid-Atlantic regional group of BNAPS. For accommodations, contact Marva Paige, 1145 Shillelagh Road, Chesapeake, Virginia 23323.


NOV. 25-26 — UKRAINEPEX-88 FALL, a stamp exhibition being held in conjunction with the celebrations of the Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine, at the Convention Centre of the Harbour Castle Hotel, Toronto, Ont. Hours: 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. Nov. 25 and 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Nov. 26. Information: Dr. R. Zelonka (Chairman, Exhibiting Committee), 1274 Monks Passage, Oakville, Ont. L6M 1R4.

1989

JAN. 20-29 — INDIA '89, FIP - sponsored world philatelic exhibition to be held in New Delhi, India. Canadian commissioner: David Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ont. L6J 5E9.

APRIL 19-23 — IPHILA '89, an international Philatelic literature exhibition to be held in Frankfurt am Main, German Federal Republic. Entry forms, which must be received by Sept. 15, 1988, are available from Harry Sutherland, P.O. Box 100, First Canadian Place, Toronto, Ont. M5X 1B2.

MAY 5-7 — ROYAL '89, the 61st annual convention and exhibition of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada at the Hamilton Convention Centre, Hamilton, Ont. Host club is the Hamilton Philatelic Society, R.P.S.C. Chapter #51. For information, contact Vernon G. March, 200 Charlotte St., Hamilton, Ont. L8K 4V6.

MAY 21-31 — BULGARIA '89, a world philatelic exhibition held under FIP patronage in Sofia, Bulgaria. Canadian Commissioner: Andrew Cronin, P.O. Box 5722, Station 'A', Toronto, Ont. M5W 1P2.

JUNE 23-25 — PIPEX '89, the national exhibition and show of the Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs will be held in Edmonton, Alta. Host club is the Edmonton Philatelic Society, R.P.S.C. Life Chapter #6.

JULY 7-17 — PHILEXFRANCE '89, a world philatelic exhibition held under FIP patronage at the Parc des Expositions (Porte de Versailles), Paris, France. Canadian Commissioner: James E. Kraemer, 17 Commanche Dr., Ottawa, Ont. K2E 6E8.

1990


JULY 12-17 — DUSSELDORF 90, an International Exhibition for Youth under F.I.P. patronage, to be held in Dusseldorf, Germany. Canadian Commissioner to be appointed.

AUG. 24 - SEPT. 2 — NEW ZEALAND 1990, a World Stamp Exhibition under F.I.P. patronage in Auckland, N.Z. For information, contact the Canadian Commissioner: W.L. (Bill) Percy, 8 Hyland Ave., Georgetown, Ont. L7G 3A2.

When you patronize our advertisers, tell them you saw their ad in
The Canadian Philatelist
ROYAL '88

WESTIN HOTEL - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
JUNE 16, 17, 18, 1988

Headquarters for the 60th Annual Convention of the RPSC will be the Westin Hotel, situated at the corner of Portage and Main - the gateway to the west and the heart of the continent. The Mezzanine Floor has been taken over for this occasion and most daily events will take place on this floor.

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND

Renew your philatelic friendships in our pre-convention HOSPITALITY SUITE, Wednesday 2:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. and enjoy our coffee/tea, snacks, etc.

PARTICIPATE IN

- National Exhibition
- Seminars
- Special Social Events
- Hospitality Galore
- Outstanding Bourse
- Banquet
- Annual Meeting

Make your plans now, and remember to forward your advance registration form to assist the committee, and eliminate long registration line ups.

For Information Write to:

ROYAL '88
P.O. Box 1425,
Winnipeg, Man.
R3C 2Z1
EXCHANGES WANTED
Since the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada is the national society of philatelists in Canada, many requests for exchange partners are referred to us. As a service to our members, we are pleased to present these names so that those who wish to do so can make overseas contacts. We have no way of checking the credentials of the individuals who write to us asking that their name be published, therefore we urge that caution be taken when answering these requests.

Oleg Drogalev
4/15 Railway Street
New Yregnol
626718 U.S.S.R.
A Russian collector willing to trade Eastern European stamps for stamps with Halley's Comet, space, sports, transport, flowers, and paintings. Writes in broken English.

Czerpa Bronislaw
39-400
Tarnobrzeg
P.O. Box 85 POLAND
A Polish collector willing to exchange Philatelic stamp series for FDC - catalogue stamps. Writes in English, German, Russian and Polish.

Romano Manferdelli
Borgo Scacchini 13
Parma
43100 ITALY
An Italian collector interested in exchanging his stamps of Italy, S. Marino & Vatican and some from the rest of the world for used or new stamps and FDC & BF. Writes in English, French or Italian.

Gustavo D. Lerman
Lavalle 2641 4° 405
Buenos Aires
Republic of ARGENTINA
An Argentinian collector interested in exchanging his stamps from his country. Writes in broken English.

Meir Kasier
P.O. Box 1521
Ramat-Gan
52115 ISRAEL
An avid collector of U.N. Field Post covers used by the various nations in the UNDOF and MFO. Writes in English.

DEMANDES D'ÉCHANGE
La Royal Philatelic Society ne s'occupe pas normalement des échanges entre philatélistes, mais comme elle est la société philatélique nationale du Canada, on lui transmet de nombreuses demandes de philatélistes désireux de trouver des correspondants pour échanger des timbres. Ainsi a-t-elle décidé, pour rendre service à ses membres, de publier les noms des intéressés d'outre-mer, afin que ceux qui désirent établir des rapports avec eux puissent le faire. Je vous signale toutefois que nous ne savons rien des personnes qui nous demandent de publier leur nom, c'est pourquoi je vous conseille d'être prudent en répondant à ces demandes d'échange.

P. Miail
85 Conway Road
Southgate, London
N14 7BD ENGLAND
A British collector writing on behalf of himself and 20 others, all of whom are interested in obtaining some used and address coded envelopes that have been used with the “Greet More” stamps. Writes in English.

Fernand Salentiny
3801
Schifflange
BP23 LUXEMBOURGE
A collector of covers of Canadian expeditions to the North pole, first day covers, special flights to the NWT and postcards of arctic scenes. Writes in broken English.

Julio Blanco Castillo
Au Los Pinos 172
Los Pinos
11800 Habana 18
CUBA
A Cuban collector wishes to exchange mint stamps with Canadian collectors. Writes in English.

Fernando Vega Parades
Apartado Postal 915
Correos Trujillo
PERU
A 25-year-old collector of classic Peruvian stamps and modern Latin America wished to exchange stamps with a collector of Canada. Writes in English.
R.F. Bernhardt
41 Quarryon Drive
Victoria
Botany Park 3201 AUSTRALIA
He is a very keen Australian stamp collector as are a couple of other members of his family. They are willing to exchange their Australian stamps for any Canadian stamps. Writes in English.

Kamal Mohammadian
Nopaj N.2
Mahshahr
P.O. Box 63517 IRAN
A 16-year-old Iranian boy who would like to correspond and exchange his Iran stamps in small quantities for Canadian stamps. Writes in English.

C.K. Leong
P.O. Box 2617
Singapore
9046 CHINA
A member of the British Philatelic Association who is a collector of banknotes, stamps and coins. Writes in English.

Patrick Chandonasay
64 Blvd. du Fier
Annecy
74000 FRANCE
A French collector who is interested in getting any good contacts with stamp collector clubs and the philatelist shops in Canada. Writes in English.

Enn Scheler
Postkast 45
Rapla
203500 U.S.S.R. - ESTONIA
An adult collector of polar and Estonian mail wishes to correspond with a pen friend in Canada. Writes in Estonian and English.

Muang Klung
1168 Rajjadurnmern Rd.
Nakhon si thammaraj
80000 THAILAND
A collector of Canadian, Japanese, British, Southeast Asian countries, and mint or used stamps with locomotives. He has stamps from Thailand, Japan, England, Australia and Southeast Asia. Writes in broken English.

Malte Aronson
Box 30039
Gothenburg
S 40043 SWEDEN
A Swedish collector who is willing to exchange his stamps. (Mint/used, FDC, Maxicards, Year Set Folders, Special cancellations from the Nordic countries.) His offer for a start: 100/100; but only commemorative! He collects Arctic/Antarctic, Scouts and Souvenir Sheets (mint and FDC). Writes in English.

H. van Hof
Tentwagendrift 42
3436 AD Nieuwegein
HOLLAND
A 43-year-old Dutch collector seeks Canadian and western European stamps in exchange for used European, British, Polish, Australian and New Zealand stamps.

*NOTICE*

R.P.S.C.    R.P.S.C.

Chapters and Members

Use your “Sales Department” to sell your duplicates and/or buy the stamps you need

INFORMATION FROM:
Margaret Allen
Box 727
Fenelon Falls, Ontario
K0M 1N0
Sales Manager
THE FIRST NAME IN PHILATELIC AUCTIONS WHEN YOU BID
WITH EASTERN YOU'RE GUARANTEED QUALITY VALUE & LOW PRICE. OUR STAFF WILL SEE TO IT YOU GET THE MOST FOR YOUR AUCTION $.

- over 2000 lots
- singles
- covers
- large lots
- collections
- U.S.
- Canada
- British Commonwealth
- Newfoundland

Yes! Please rush my FREE catalogue.

EASTERN AUCTIONS LTD.
P.O. BOX 250, Bathurst, N.B.
E2A 3Z2, Canada
(506) 548-8986
CP
ROYAL 88 in Winnipeg is just around the corner and ROYAL 89 in Hamilton is only a year away. We hope to see you at both shows.

At this time I would like to comment on some of the philatelic journals from other countries. Most of them are quite different from those printed in Canada and the U.S.A. The first noticeable difference is in the use of colour. Approximately 90 per cent of the stamps illustrated in the European periodicals are in colour. The effect is spectacular. The second chief difference is in the content. Three quarters of the articles in the European philatelic journals are of a thematic or topical nature.

High-speed printing presses that print many colours at one time using electronic scanning equipment that is computer-controlled enable the printer to run volume quantities at very little more cost than if printed in black and white. The key to practicability is volume. Although The Canadian Philatelist is mailed to more collectors than any other Canadian philatelic society's journal, we fall short in volume. While we print 6,000 to 7,000 copies an issue, the European journals run 35,000 to 50,000 per issue. We would very much like to produce The Canadian Philatelist in colour but it does not appear possible at this time. We will continue to monitor the latest technology and costs in the hope that eventually we will be able to print at least part of CP in colour.

There is no secret that there is a drift by European philatelists from what is referred to as traditional philately to thematic collecting. It is possible that this is the result of the proliferation of postage stamp issues. The collec-
tor today cannot keep up with the many new issues that are constantly being released. Besides it would cost a small fortune to collect one of each stamp issued in a year. Sensing the shift to topical collecting, more and more countries produce stamps that are topical or of a thematic nature. As we analyse the trend to thematic collecting there are other factors that probably tend to popularize this type of collecting. More and more women and young people are becoming interested in our hobby. Many of these newer collectors are thematic collectors. Also we have to take into consideration the fact that the hundreds of thousands of collectors living in non-Western countries are unable to afford the cost of hard-currency new issues and therefore collect thematic subjects.

In future issues of The Canadian Philatelist we will be devoting part of the content to thematics. I am certain members will find these articles very interesting. If you do, let us know. Your directors and officers are very dedicated to giving our members the content that they enjoy most.

... ...

Speaking of content, The Canadian Philatelist will soon have a column that will be devoted to Juniors. Our junior collectors (those under 21) have been successfully participating in National and International exhibitions for several years. As you know Canada hosted an International Philatelic Youth Exhibition, "Canada 82" held in Toronto May 20 - 24, 1982. We have been asked to host another World Exhibition for juniors and expect to make an announcement in a few weeks. News concerning our column for juniors will be announced in the Canadian Philatelist as soon as details have been finalized.

... ...

WANTED
Canadian Covers Pre 1960
Stationery
Have Same For Sale
R.F. Narbonne
Tel. 1 (613) 257-5453
GREENWOOD STAMP COMPANY
216 Mailey Drive
Carleton Place, Ont. K7C 3X9
BUYING POSTAL HISTORY

SERIOUS BUYER
OF QUALITY WORLD WIDE COVERS AND POSTAL STATIONERY USED TIL 1925.

OUR 22nd YEAR BUYING

AREAS NEEDED
AT PRESENT

Canada - til 1900
German States - til 1890
Japan - til 1920
Turkey - til 1925
Portugal - til 1900
French Colonies - til 1895
Portuguese Cols. - til 1910
Italian Colonies - til 1910
British Africa - til 1900
Scandinavia - til 1910
All Multicolor
Advertising Covers

ALWAYS INTERESTED IN PURCHASING QUALITY STAMP COLLECTIONS
IMMEDIATE PAYMENT
ABSOLUTE DISCRETION

HOW TO SELL YOUR COVERS
Send all via registered air mail with your asking price or for my offer. Include your phone no. and within 1 day of receipt I shall contact you. All shipments will be held intact pending our agreement of price. I will travel anywhere to view and purchase large holdings but kindly send photostats to provide an incentive. Payment will be made according to your instructions, in any currency.

Andrew G. Holtz
P.O. Box 5430, Station A, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1N6
(416) 231-2555

MEMBER
AMERICAN STAMP DEALERS ASSOCIATION
BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA
CANADIAN STAMP DEALERS ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY-LIFE MEMBER
CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
COLLECTORS CLUB OF NEW YORK
The Dominion Philatelist: Notes From Before 1900

by Allan Steinhart

H.F. Ketcheson of Belleville, Ont. published *The Dominion Philatelist*. In Vol. 1, No. 1 of January 1889, he offered the following for sale:

1851 3d - 15c
1859 1c - 2c
      5c - 2c
      10c - 5c
12½c - 12c
1859 set of four - 18c
1868 3c hard paper - $1.00
1868 ½c - 2c
      1c - yellow - 3c
      1c - red brown - 5c
      2c - 2c
      6c - 2c
      12½c - 8c
      15c - 8c
1868 set of eight varieties - 28c
1877 Reg. 2c, 5c and 8c set - 30c

In a column by 'Young Canada', it was noted: "Canada is soon to have two new stamps, viz. 12½ ct. and 15 cts." There was substantial article by William B. Hale, later editor for *The Eastern Philatelist*, on detecting counterfeits of British Columbia stamps.

In a column, Ketcheson commented on the 1868 Large Queen watermarked stamps, noting: "I am the one that called the attention of the collecting world to the fact that they existed."

He noted *The Philatelist*, (an English publication), for February 1870 had an article on the stamps of B.N.A. by W. Dudey Attel which said "issue for Confederation April 1868, three-cent vermilion, carmine, brownish red. Note — There is also in the last series of adhesives a three-cent printed on paper watermarked with the maker's name...."

In the same issue, H.L. Hart of Halifax advertised some stamps for sale:

N.S. - 3d - 40c
      1c and 2c used - 8c each
Nfld. - 10c, 12c, 13c and 24c unused - $1.00
      6c and 13c unused - 23c
      3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 6½d, 8d and 1s unused - $1.00
Canada - 2c REG. Carmine - 5c
      2c REG. Brown error genuine - $1.00

In Vol. 1, No. 9 of the same publication, dated September 1889, a dealer on St. Pierre and Miquelon, A.M. Brehier, advertised the following for sale:

- French Colonies general issue 13 set of 1881-2 mint - $1.00
- St. P. & M., 8 stamps surcharging S.P.M. used - 5 on 4, 5 on 40, 10 on 40, 15 on 40, 5 on 20, 5 on 35, 5 on 75, 5 on 1 F. - $2.00

It was noted that Henry Hechler was president of the Canadian Philatelic Association; Donald King of Halifax was secretary and H.L. Hart of Halifax was treasurer. Dealer E.Y. Parker of Toronto was librarian and H.F. Ketcheson was purchasing agent. W.H. Brous of the Bank of Toronto at Toronto was an applicant for membership. He was one of the founders of the Toronto Stamp Collectors Club.

The issue of July 1889, Vol. 1, No. 7, included a longish article by Donald A. King of Halifax on the 12 penny black, its reason for issue, and some extracts from Postmaster General reports about quantities issued etc.

In the October 1889 issue, Vol. 1, No. 10, Ketcheson advertised as follows:
Canada - 3d wove pair, 30¢
3d strip of 3 - wove, 50¢
3d strip of 4 - wove, $1.00
3d laid paper, 90¢
3d laid strip of three, $1.50
6d laid paper, $2.00
T.S. Clark of Belleville advertised covers for sale with heading, "Don’t you want original envelopes?" He listed some items as follows:
Canada - 6d and 3d on cover, $2.25
6d only on cover, $2.00
6d pair on cover, $5.00
3d cover, 15¢
3d pair on cover, 30¢
3d strip of 3 on cover, 50¢
3d strip of 4 on cover, $1.00
In the November 1889 edition of The Dominion Philatelist, Ketcheson had an advertisement selling British Columbia stamps "unused, original gum and in the finest possible condition, as follows:
1865 10¢ blue - $1.00
1868 2¢ brown - 30¢
1866 3d blue - 25¢
1868 50¢ violet - $2.00
1868 5¢ bright red - 75¢
1868 10¢ rose pink - $6.50
1868 25¢ orange - $1.00
1868 $1 green - $6.00
In the December 1889 edition of The Dominion Philatelist, King continued his article on the 12 penny and noted "at least one specimen is known on thick wove as in The Philatelic Records for July 1888, in the proceedings of the Philatelic Society of London, Mr. Ransom showed an undoubted post-marked specimen of the 12 pence on strut wove paper".
The article reiterated the total number of pence stamps issued at:
½d - 3,389,960
3d - 3,528,700
6d - 402,900
7½d - 82,110
10d - 151,500
12d - 1,510
These figures included perforated copies.
In the February 1890 edition, it was noted that the Canada 15-cent Large Queen had again changed colour and now appeared in bright violet. It was also noted that Donald King had decided to sell his collection which included a "fine line of the bisected N.S. stamp; P.E. Island 2d rouletted, the first of these stamps ever offered for sale (of this stamp, only three copies are known), 2s Nova Scotia, and a choice lot of N.S. on covers". The sale was to take place in New York in March, conducted by J.J. Casey.
The Dominion Stamp Company of Peterborough, Ont. was offering a 3d imperforate Canada for every U.S. 90-cent stamp sent in. C.F. Rathfuchs of Washington, D.C. was advertising to purchase Nfld. 6d and 2s, N.B. 1s, N.S. 1s, B.C. 5 cent imperfs and Canada 12d, 10d, 7½d imperf, ½d, 3d, and 6d perf, 2 cent 1864 issue and 5 cent Large Queens. It gives an idea of what was scarce and desirable at this time.
In the March 1890 Dominion Philatelist, H.L. Hart of Halifax advertised to sell 1p, 3p and 6p Nova Scotia stamps at $1.25, 50 cents and $2.00 with a fee of "25 per cent extra for any of the above on the original envelopes".
In the same issue was a lengthy article on "stamps of Nova Scotia translated from the French of Le Timbre Poste". The article noted a copy of a N.S. circular from the Postmaster-General.
"As postage stamps have been received from England, notice is is herby given that the 3 pence, 6 pence and one shilling can be bought at this office, Monday, September 1, next". The circular went on to note to make sure the stamps were firmly attached. It was signed by Woodgate and dated General P.O., Halifax, Aug. 25, 1851.
In the same article is was noted that in the Postmaster-General’s report of 1860, "Postage stamps of the new design and adapted to the decimal system were with the consent of the Governor-In-Council obtained from the American Bank Note Company and put into circulation October 1, last (1860)".
A supply of 19,000 sheets or 1,900,000 stamps, equal in value to $132,000 was obtained from the above-mentioned firm on payment for their manufacture and accessories of $901.88. There was also a note about the twocent county rate, the P.M.G. wrote in a subsequent report, "To enable to execute that part of the Act (County Postage Act) passed at the last session, which reduces the letter rate to two cents for letters deposited in a post office for the same county, it became necessary to procure for the public a stamp for the prepayment of this class of letters, and an order was given to the American Bank Note Company, of New York, for a supply, and 5,000 sheets were for-
warded to this department at the price of $226.00, including the engraving. The reduction of the rate commenced on May 11 last (1863)...."

In this same issue, Ketcheson advertised his first auction sale to take place on April 23, 1890. Some of the lots were quite interesting, such as:

Lot 3 - ½ penny Canada imperf in original envelope
Lot 4 - Canada, strip of three ½d imperf and three ½d perforated used on envelope to pay 3d rate, one ½d perf has come off
Lot 5 - Canada 6d laid paper on envelope
Lot 7 - N.S. half of 6d used on envelope to pay 3d rate
Lot 8 - N.S. one shilling fine
Lot 11 - Canada 3d 1851 laid paper issue block of six unused, original gum

In the April 1890 edition of The Dominion Philatelist, it was reported that a "6 penny Canada perforated of 1858 brought $11.00 at auction recently". It was also reported that T.S. Clark of Belleville "has a genuine 12 pence Canada in his collection".

In the July 1890 edition, there was a report of a few auction prices in London sales during the previous year. They included:

British Columbia, 5 cent imperf - £6
Canada 12 p - £20
Canada perf 6d laid paper (?) - £6/15/0
New Brunswick 1s unused - £6/5/0

Ketcheson reported that T.S. Clark showed him a one-cent yellow small queen on close ribbed paper. H.L. Hart was now advertising New Brunswick sets of one cent to 17 cents unused at 75 cents and the N.B. 3d at 80 cents used or £1.00 on cover. Also the N.S. 1s.

Ketcheson had another auction scheduled to take place in Montreal on Aug. 13, 1890.

Among the items featured were:

Lot 7 - 1851 Canada 6d wove paper, light cancel, wide margins on envelope
Lot 17 - B.C. 1868 10c rose pink unused pair, perf 12
Lot 19 - B.C. 1868 50c violet pair unused
Lot 21 - B.C. 1868 $1 green pair unused
Lot 23 - B.C. 1868 2c brown unused pair
Lot 25 - N.S. 1s used on greenish paper
Lot 27 - N.S. 3d pair, dark blue, on cover
Lot 30 - N.S. prov. 7½d - two and one half 3d on cover to G.B.

Lot 58 - Can. - 6d wove pair on cover
Lot 61 - Can. 3d block of four, one slightly damaged, unused
Lot 63 - Can. 3d ribbed close, strip of three
Lot 69 - Can. 1c 1870 small queen on close ribbed paper, pair, first ever offered for sale
Lot 127 - N.S. 8½c green on original cover
Lot 129 - N.S. prov. 7½d to G.B. - 6d and one-half of 3d on original cover
Lot 153 - N.B. 1d, three copies on cover
Lot 177 - N.S. pair of beautiful 1d and 3d one on cover, lightly cancelled
Lot 183 - P.E.I. - 3d of 1859, perf 9, 9d lilac 1861, 3p, perf 13, all nice on original covers (3)
Lot 186 - Can. 3c brown and 2c brown reg., both guaranteed used errors by J.R. Hooper
Lot 191 - Nfld. 10c black 1866 used, all on entire - 20 covers

In the November 1890 Dominion Philatelist, Ketcheson reported that the 6-cent small queen "has appeared in a dark red brown colour".

---
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Canada's Test Coils of the 1960s

by E.R. Toop

This article is about the Canadian test coil, engraved and printed by the Canadian Bank Note Co. Ottawa, Ontario. (fig. 1) and (fig. 2). Reference to this item in philatelic circles carries various nomenclatures such as test coil, Canada test coil, test coils, Centennial testing coil and imperforate testing pieces. While philatelic descriptions may vary, the Canada Post Office referred to this item as "dummy rolls" and "dummy roll postage". I prefer simply to call them "test coils" for the purpose of this article.

These test coils were produced by the Canadian Bank Note Co. in 10 rolls side-by-side, similar to the regular Centennial 6-cent orange coil stamp with a break-off feature. They can be found imperforate and perforated 10. The inscription reads: "For testing purposes only — aux fins d'essai, Canadian Bank Note Company, Ottawa".

A few of the test coils have appeared from time to time in auctions and philatelic dealer lists. They also have received a number of brief write-ups in The Canadian Philatelist (vol. 23, no. 3, P. 102; vol. 27, no. 3, P. 186; and vol. 30, no. 3, P. 169).

A September 1978 Vancouver auction listed an imperforate pair with an estimated value of $85. Another Toronto auction in 1978 listed an imperforate pair and imperforate strip of four; however, no estimated value was mentioned. In July 1979, an imperforate pair was listed by a philatelic dealer for $55 and finally, in October 1980, a further listing by another philatelic dealer offered imperforate pairs for $9.50. These offers are but a few of probably many over the past few years and show a great disparity of prices as noted, notwithstanding great interest by philatelists.
Whether one classifies this item as philatelic or merely as a testing piece is best left to the individual. It did, however, play an important part in the development of the 100-coil stamp rolls used today. It was officially used by Canada Post as part of their new approach to marketing postage stamps in roll form in conjunction with the new plastic stamp dispenser, both of which were made available in April 1969.

The initial supply of test coils to Canada Post were imperforate and apparently rolls of more than 100 were produced by the Canadian Bank Note Co. Equipment development by Canadian Bank Note Co. to meet production levels of the 6-cent orange stamp for the post office obviously encountered numerous technical problems which delayed production of the 6-cent orange Centennial coil until the end of February 1969.

A chronological sequence of activity, beginning in 1967, follows. It is hoped this information will provide a better insight of the facts relating to a rather mysterious and interesting item used in conjunction with marketing of the new 6-cent orange Centennial coil of 1969.

June 19, 1967
The director of accounting, Canada Post, wrote to Scribe Internationale Inc., Rosemount, Ill., in response to their letter of enquiry June 1, 1967 re: The availability of dummy roll postage for testing in vending machines they were producing. They were advised that dummy roll stamps should be available in January 1968. The size of the rolls would be 500 stamps; however, later in 1968, dummy rolls containing 3,000 stamps produced from an uninterupted web would be available. Rolls of 3,000 stamps made up of spliced rolls of 500 and regular rolls of 3,000 dummy stamps were offered as being available later in 1968 and requested advice as to the number of each roll required. A nominal charge would likely be made for any rolls supplied.

The Scribe Company was also advised that the new roll stamps (6-cent orange) would measure 24 millimetres across the width of a roll which is the horizontal dimension of each stamp, and the vertical dimension of each stamp would be constant at 20 millimetres from the centre to each row of perforations. The perforations would be 1 mm x 1 mm; that is to say, the diameter of the perforation would be one millimetre and the dam or spacing between tangents would be one millimetre.

December 4, 1968
The PMG, Eric Kierans, responding to Charles Turner, MP, House of Commons, Ottawa, regarding an enquiry on behalf of Tansley Import Co., London, Ontario, about the availability of dummy stamp rolls conforming to the specifications of the new rolls of 100 stamps to be offered for sale early in 1969, advised the equipment to produce the new rolls had been developed to the stage whereby production could be anticipated to begin by the end of 1968. Barring any major setback in equipment development, The Canadian Bank Note Co. confirmed February 17, 1969 as a delivery date for an initial supply of the new stamp rolls. Sales in post offices were planned to begin March 1, 1969. Dummy rolls representing actual production would not be available until about the end of December 1968, the date when regular production was expected to start. The reason for this was that the perforating of new rolls would be done on new equipment and the perforating mechanism was still not operative. Some unperforated dummy rolls had been produced on the new equipment and a tube of 10 of these rolls were enclosed for whatever use they may be to Tansley Import Co.

Tansley Import Co. would be advised im-
mediately when perforated dummy rolls became available.

February 7, 1969
The Postage Stamp Division, Canada Post, in a directive to directors of postal service and postmasters, grades 12 and 13, advised of the planned introduction of rolls of 100 by 6-cent stamps (6-cent orange) and a new plastic stamp dispenser—Rol-Pac. This was a new approach to marketing postage stamps in roll form, together with a new plastic stamp dispenser, slated for release on or about April 1, 1969.

The rolls of stamps would be sold at face value from stamps printed in sheets of 1,000 which would be perforated and rolled to form a tube of 10 rolls of 100 stamps, easily detached from the tube by snapping it off.

The new stamp dispenser, Rol-Pac, manufactured of durable opaque polystyrene was to be sold at five cents each. This, together with the new 6-cent roll at face value, was intended to encourage the public to purchase stamps in quantity, thereby reducing wicket transactions with resultant savings.

Publicity and illustrated posters introducing the new 100 by 6-cent roll postage and plastic dispenser would be provided to post offices by the public relations branch.

A sample of the Rol-Pac and a 'dummy' tube of stamps was also supplied to district directors and postmasters grade 12 and 13 to illustrate their use and ease of separation of each roll of 100 stamps.

February 14, 1969
This memorandum to file from the Postage Stamp Division explained the method to be used by the Canadian Bank Note Co. to join broken rolls with transparent joining tape applied on the bottom of the stamps as soon as the manufacturing equipment could be modified.

This method of joining was authorized by the postage stamp division on February 14, 1969.

March 11, 1969
In this memorandum to file from the Postage Stamp Division, further action was outlined to be taken relative to the Rol-Pac plastic stamp dispenser and display stand.

Discussions with the Toronto District controller resulted in arrangements to provide an “attachment”, a clear plastic blister which would contain one Rol-Pac dispenser, a dummy roll of postage on the end of which would be attached six, 6-cent stamps. The 6-cent stamps would protrude from the dispenser and form part of the display.

The Toronto office would provide assistance to Precision Packaging Co., Don Mills, Ont. to attach six, 6-cent postage stamps on the end of each dummy roll to be inserted in the Rol-Pac dispenser. One clear plastic blister would be distributed to each staff post office and each postal station.

Thirty-seven rolls of 100 x 6-cent stamps (six stamps to each Rol-Pac) for a total of 3,700 stamps, which included one roll for spoilage,
were mailed to the Toronto comptroller. Six hundred and ten dummy rolls were also forwarded to the comptroller.

The Toronto Postage Stamp Depot was to arrange for packaging and distribution of the blister packages to all offices outlined.

March 11, 1969

The Postage Stamp Division, in its letter to the director of accounting, confirmed that the plastic wicket display stand developed in 1967 to stimulate sales of the commemorative stamp box would again be used to display the new Rol-Pac dispenser and the 6-cent roll postage.

Arrangements had been made with Precision Packaging Co., Don Mills, to manufacture 600 clear plastic blisters, each of which would contain a Rol-Pac dispenser with a dummy roll of postage inserted and six, 6-cent stamps attached to the end of the roll, protruding from the dispenser and appearing as part of the display.

The requirement for 37 rolls (one roll for spotlage) of 6-cent stamps to meet the needs of the manufacturer in preparing the displays, plus 600 Rol-Pac dispensers, was approved by the director of accounting on the basis that any unused portion of the extra roll of postage stamps would be returned to the Postage Stamp Division. Displays would be supplied to all staff post offices and postal stations. Patrons would not be able to tear off stamps from the display.

March 12, 1969

This letter from the director of accounting, Canada Post Headquarters, to Tansley Import Co. of London, regarding their previous enquiry for dummy rolls identical in size, format and perforations to the new 6-cent x 100-on rolls together with a strip of five stamps taken from a preliminary production run of the new 100-on 6-cent rolls, compliments of Canada Post.

Tansley Import was also advised that the new rolls of 100 x 6-cent stamps were being produced on equipment designed and constructed by the supplier, The Canadian Bank Note Co. Ltd. Progress in developing this equipment had been somewhat slower than anticipated because of numerous technical problems; thus production did not begin until the end of February.

Although difficulties still being encountered resulted in production being about one-third of that projected for this time, the month of March was being devoted to building an inventory sufficient to permit distribution and sale of the new rolls by April 1 or shortly thereafter.

March 20, 1969

This letter from the Toronto District director of postal service to Precision Packaging Co., Don Mills, confirmed shipment of 600 dummy rolls to which the regular 6-cent roll postage stamp (6-cent orange) had been attached. In some instances five, 6-cent stamps had been attached and in others six, 6-cent stamps were attached. It was felt both lots would adequately serve their purpose in the display.

Precision Packaging was requested to advise the Toronto District director when the blister packages were ready for delivery to the Canada Post Office.

March 21, 1969

The Toronto District director in his letter to the director of accounting, Canada Post Headquarters, Ottawa, confirmed the preparation of the Rol-Pac dispenser blister but regretted that the memorandum of instructions from Canada Post Headquarters did not accompany the supplies received for preparation of the rolls to be contained in the dispensers. Original instructions had been received by phone and, notations made during the telephone conversation that five stamps were to be attached to each dummy roll. Upon receipt of the supplies, preparation of the dummy rolls with five stamps was commenced and 361 rolls were prepared in this manner before receipt of the headquarters memorandum. The remaining 239 rolls were prepared with six stamps attached to each roll.
As a result, 461, 6-cent stamps were surplus to the requirement in preparing the 600 dummy rolls and were enclosed with this letter.

March 28, 1969

The Postage Stamp Division of Canada Post Headquarters to district directors of postal service and postmasters, grades 12 and 13, confirmed distribution to postage stamp depots of the new Rol-Pac dispenser and rolls of 100 x 6-cent stamps (6-cent orange), with sales in post offices to begin April 21, 1969.

Production of this new type of roll postage necessitated the development of a new manufacturing process and new machinery was engineered by the manufacturer, The Canadian Bank Note Co. Production was in the early stages but would not operate at total capacity until several further refinements were completed. Accelerated production would meet all future demands.

The plastic wicket display stand developed in 1967 to stimulate sales of the commemorative stamp box which was supplied to all staff post offices and postal stations was used again to display the new Rol-Pac. A clear plastic blister containing the Rol-Pac was manufactured as an attachment to the display stand. The blister was mounted on a red circular base and attached to the stand by a self-tapping screw. A new advertising show-card was inserted in the top of the display.

The Rol-Pac attachment was shipped to all post offices and postal stations originally supplied with the plastic display stand. Replacements for display stands supplied to postmasters in 1967 were not made and if the original stands could not be located, the Rol-Pac attachment was to be displayed in a prominent location or used in conjunction with an easel-type poster supplied from Headquarters for viewing by the public.

The Rol-Pac dispenser was normally to be sold only with a roll of postage.

April 18, 1969

The Postage Stamp Division, Canada Post Headquarters, in this letter to Lee-Kent Ltd., Willowdale, Ontario, requesting dummy rolls, confirmed that 10 dummy rolls identical in size, format and perforation to the 100 x 6-cent orange rolls were enclosed, compliments of Canada Post. Lee-Kent was also advised that the manufacturer had not yet established a selling price of the dummy rolls to Canada Post and that additional dummy rolls were available if required.

December 8, 1980

The Engineering Branch, Canada Post Headquarters, in response to an enquiry from a stamp dealer as to how imperforate testing pieces (test coils) were turning up on the philatelic market, advised that the Canadian Bank Note Co. considered these as non-postal items having no philatelic value. They were neither requested nor authorized by Canada Post Office. It was further stated that these test pieces were produced a number of years ago for testing the feasibility of gummed labels in different kinds of roll format. As they were purely for internal use, the Canadian Bank Note Co. was somewhat puzzled as to how examples become available to outside sources.

It will be observed from the foregoing that these test coils were an integral part of Canada Post's marketing strategy in the sale of the Rol-Pac dispenser and the new 6-cent orange coil stamp. As this was a departure from previous production of coil rolls of 500, new techniques were required by Canadian Bank Note Co. Thus, we have the test coil having served a very useful purpose, not only in overcoming technical problems, but also as a useful marketing tool.

It is interesting to note that imperforate test coils generally were provided until such time as perforating difficulties were overcome, at which time specimens were made available
identical in size, format and perforation to the 6-cent orange Centennial Coil.

As to how test coil examples became available to philatelic sources, it is, in my view, simple to explain, given the quantities supplied to various organizations as indicated.

Philatelic curiosity, in particular about items used by the Canada Post Office, serves to indicate a need for official explanations as they occur. While the test coil described is not postally valid, it does, however, form an important facet of our philatelic history.

REFERENCES
2. Canada Post Office files.
3. Various auction catalogues and dealer philatelic lists and advertisements.
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HAFNIA '87: A Report

by Major (Rtd.) R.K. Malott, F.R.P.S.C.

I had the privilege of attending HAFNIA '87 in Copenhagen, Denmark, October 16 - 25, 1987 as the Canadian Commissioner and taking 16 philatelic entries and 3 literature entries for RPSC members. One of the 23 original philatelic entries from RPSC members, 16 were approved for competition as well as the three literature entries. The entries were in: FIP, 1; Traditional, 8; Postal History, 4; Aerophilately, 2; Thematic, 1; and Literature, 3.

Canada Post did not have any entries in the postal section nor were any postal staff present. A representative company from Sweden ran the Canada Post booth which, after the arrival of their shipment of Canadian stamps and postal souvenir card (No. 10) for HAFNIA '87, did a brisk business. The souvenir card, depicted the Air Canada 36¢ commemorative stamp, along with appropriate wording in Danish, English and French. A used copy is depicted with this article. Used copies were available only from the sales booth at HAFNIA '87.

A limited cancelled quantity were obtained by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society and are available at $5. each, postpaid, from Major R.K. Malott, V/Pres, CAS, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1. Payment may be made by personal cheque made payable to "The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society".

HAFNIA '87 took place at an exceptional facility, the Bella Centre, on the outskirts of Copenhagen. The Bella Centre is the largest and most up-to-date exhibition centre in Northern Europe. It has the latest technical facilities to handle problems of humidity, sunlight, heat and security. Within the walls of this outstanding building were the extensive exhibition areas of philatelic material, the bourse for several dozens of dealers, and postal departments of dozens of countries. Even Pjerrot, the famous Danish clown dressed in white, was there, as well as a zoo of small animals and poultry to keep the children amused.

Those who have an opportunity to travel to countries at a time when an international or world philatelic exhibition is on, do so and give yourself a real treat. The wonders of philately are expressed in a hundred ways, as it was on our North American shores – first at Ameripex '86 in Chicago, Illinois, and then at CAPEX '87 in Toronto, Ontario.

There were not many Canadians attending this exhibition, due to distance and costs. Harry Sutherland, F.R.P.S.C., and a director and officer of the R.P.S.C. was there as a member of the Jury. Two dealers present were The Classic Collector of Ottawa and Andrew G. Holtz of Toronto. One of the Canadian exhibitors was also present for a few days, Chris McGregor of Vancouver, B.C.

There were 836 separate listed philatelic exhibits and 203 literature entries. The three major awards were:

- Grand Prix D'Honneur to Rolf-Dieter Jaretzky of the Federal Republic of Germany for his Brunswick (German State) exhibit;
- The Grand Prix National to Peter Meyer of Denmark for his exhibit of Danish West Indies;
- Grand Prix International to "Maximus" (pseudonym) of Great Britain for his exhibit of Classic Cape of Good Hope, 1853 - 1863.

As usual, the special exhibits and the wide range of philatelic exhibits were awe inspiring. The awards given to the 19 Canadian exhibitors and the titles of their respective exhibits follow:

FIP CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS:

Large Gold:

Small Gold:
Chris McGregor: Greenland: (6 frames).

Large Vermell:
Canada Post saluted HAFNIA '87 with a souvenir card that portrayed the Air Canada golden anniversary commemorative stamp. A special Canada Post cancellation was also available at the Danish show.
Large Vermeil:
Edmund Walton: Switzerland, Standing Helvetia, 1882-1907: (5 frames).

Large Vermeil:
W/C E. Patrick Sloan, Ret’d: South Atlantic Air Mails, 1920 - 1940: (5 frames).

Vermeil:
Donald R.J. Welsh: Fiji: King Cakobau and Queen Victoria issues, 1871 - 1902: (5 frames).

Vermeil:

Large Silver:
Spehrho Pehfany: Canada Postage Due, 1900 - 1966: (5 frames).

Large Silver:
Michael Madesker: Germany: Parcel Post in Old German States, prior to 1925: (6 frames).

Silver:
Fred Fawn: A study of the Canada 1989 2¢ map stamp: (5 frames).

Silver:
Clifford Guile: Death of Money: (5 frames).

Silver:

Silver:

Silver Bronze:
Karel Fischer: Czechoslovakia: the Kosice issue specialized: (5 frames).

Silver Bronze:
Andrew Cronin: The Postal History of Bessarabia: (5 frames).

Bronze:
“Taffy” Williams: The Story of the Red Cross on Stamps and Covers: (6 frames).

Bronze:

Diploma:
Piet Steen: Latin American Post—Literature.

Congratulations to all who won awards at HAFNIA ’87 and also to those that applied but were not selected this time. The competition to exhibit and to be selected to exhibit is very competitive with almost 50% applying being denied the privilege.

The selection has been made for the Canadian entries for Finlandia ’88 and Praga 1988. The three international philatelic exhibitions for 1989 are still available for application to enter. If you are interested in applying to exhibit please write to the appropriate Canadian Commissioner.

India ’89:
January 20 - 29, 1989 in New Delhi, India. Contact Mr. David Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ontario, L6L 5B9 (Applications must be submitted to Dave Dixon by April 30, 1988)

Bulgaria ’89:
May 21 - 31, 1989 in Sofia, Bulgaria. Contact Mr. Andrew Cronin, P.O. Box 5722, Station “A”, Toronto, Ontario, M5W 1P2.

P hiloxfrance ’89:
July 17, 1989 in Paris, France. Contact Mr. James E. Kraemer, President RPSC, 17 Commanche Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K2E 6E8.

Another exhibition to be held May 19 to 22, 1988 in Vienna, Austria is LUPO WIEN ’88. Eight aerophilatelic exhibits were selected for competition from Canada for this all aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic exhibition to be held under the auspices of the Fédération Internationale des Sociétés Aérophilatéliques (FISA) and following Fédération Internationale de Philatélie (FIP) rules. I have the honour of being the Canadian commissioner and also a member of the Jury. Entries closed February 15, 1988.

Although these international philatelic exhibitions are very important, don’t forget the local and national philatelic exhibitions are just as important for all exhibits must first prove themselves locally and nationally before the big-time exhibitions. Check you philatelic publications for local and national exhibitions and then apply to compete. It’s educational, it’s fun, and sometimes you might earn an award.
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SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE
P.O. BOX 1870, SASKATOON, SASK., CANADA S7K 3S2
Cancelling ‘The Map’

by Whitney L. Bradley

The Canadian map stamp was unique in many ways. It was the first multicolored stamp issued and was produced by two entirely different processes - steel engraving for the black borders and continental lines, and a two-stage color process from electrotype plates, for the land masses and oceans. It was a strikingly beautiful stamp for its time, coming as it did in black, red, and various ocean colors, ranging from gray or lavender and light blue through blue-green to much deeper blues.

Much has been written about this stamp. It was issued on December 25, 1898 (but with a generally recognized first day of Dec. 7) and has become known as, “the Christmas Stamp”. It was very popular with the public, appearing as it did on the threshold of a new century. As a result it is very collectable and is not scarce by any means. Hundreds of thousands of used copies exist accompanied by similar quantities of mint, both in singles, blocks and multiples. Every collector of Canada should have several in their albums, although many stop at one or two as long as the different colors of oceans are represented.

But what are the variables?

Firstly, the black was printed using four plates, each of which is distinguishable from the other and having 100 positions (10 x 10) on each plate. All the black plates have re-entries and retouches, varying from one or two (plates 1 and 3) to well over 50 in the case of Plate 5. The red color was applied by two plates, A and B, and the ocean color came from perhaps as many as 10 plates. The colors were combined as follows:

- Black Plate 1, 2 and 3 with Red Plate A
- Black Plate 5 with Red Plate B

The ocean colors used with the Black Plates were:
December 8, 1989, the second day of issue of the Map stamp with a Toronto "C" flag cancel.

Black Plate 1  - Lavender or gray
                - Light Blue
                - Deep Blue

Black Plate 2  - Lavender or gray
                - Very deep blue

Black Plate 3  - Lavender or gray

Black Plate 5  - Lavender or gray
                - Bright blue-green

Thus there is an indication that because each stamp is different from its neighbour to some degree (in red or black) there can be as many as 800 different copies. The collector attempting to acquire one of each or to reconstruct the eight sheets faces a formidable challenge but it can be done!

Frederick Tomlinson, in his epic work, The

Canadian Map Stamp of 1898, suggests that after an examination of about 5,000 copies the percentage of each, based on ocean color, is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pl. 1</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep Blue</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl. 2</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very deep blue</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl. 3</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl. 5</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bright blue-green</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus a philatelist attempting to reconstruct the lavender printing of Pl. 5 (6%) has his work and search ability cut out for him.

So much for this part of the lore and mystique

December 8, 1898, the second day of issue of the Map stamp with a Montreal flag cancel. (Receiver mark: Liverpool December 17, 1898).
surrounding the stamp. An examination of many thousands of cancelled copies of this stamp by the author suggests a use period of about 14 months to Jan. 31, 1900 as follows:

- Dec. 7, 1898 to Dec. 31, 1899: 94%
- Jan. 1, 1900 to Jan. 31, 1900: 4%
- Feb. 1, 1900 and later: 2%

Thus 98% of identifiable used copies will be in that 14 month-period. But what about the cancels! The use period crossed the boundary lines of all cancels popular with the postmasters of the day. In the big offices where use of machine cancels by the Bickerdike machine were coming into use; to the medium sized ones where Circular Date Stamp, Duplex and Squared Circle cancels were the vogue, to the Railway Post Offices and the many runs used to transport mail before the airplane appeared; and finally to the small offices where split rings and fancy corks were used. Rollers and Registration marks were common. Let's look at a few:

Knowlton, Que. split ring cancel January 1, 1899, a New Year's Day cancel on the Map stamp.

**The Flag Cancel**

This marking consisted of a circular dater and a flowing flag applied by machine. Of the 16 different Bickerdike machines in use in December 1898 and one Imperial machine (Montreal) plus five changes in the Montreal cancellation, all can appear on the Map. These were all generally Type 8 with varying use of the letters A to G; in Montreal A.C.D.E.; in Hamilton A and B; Ottawa G; Toronto A to F. Thus 22 different combinations are possible.

Feversham, Ont. split ring cancel. Stamp is position 45, plate 2.

**The Circular Date Stamp (CDS) And The Split Ring**

Frank W. Campbell's work, *Canada Post Offices 1755 to 1895*, lists something like 10,500 locations, not all of which were open during the Map period (191 pages, 55 per page) and in the course of accumulating Map stamps over 40 years, the author has accounted for over 740. So there is still a way to go and many are yet to be found!

Clarence Creek, Ont. split ring cancel on the Map stamp. The stamp is position 29, Plate 5, the major re-entry.
Montreal, Que. Dead Letter Office circular date stamp.

Meadow Creek, Alta. split ring cancel and a receiver, the duplex cancel of Teton, No. 78.

Renfrew and Sharbot Lake railway post office cancel.

Railway Post Office Office Cancellations
Many collectors devote all their time, resources and energy to chasing this marking. Lew Ludlow’s work, *Canadian Railway Cancellations*, lists a total of 2,866 major listings from which the author has identified 257 run cancels as being possible on the Map stamp. Of three major RPO collections, 134 have been found (or 52.1%). There is still lots of searching to do!
Galt and Elmira railway post office cancel. Stamp is position 95, plate 1.

Merrickville, Ont. squared circle cancel, December 6, 1899.

Nanaimo, B.C. - the cut-down squared circle canceller, state II.

**Squared Circles**

Of all the cancels to be found on the Map, perhaps the most eagerly sought after is the 'Squared Circle' and this results in unusual rarity factors. Moffat and Hansen’s work, *The Squared Circle Postmarks of Canada*, lists 268 (inc. 11 RPOs) as existing, of which 204 might reasonably be expected to occur on the Map.

Port Colborne and Port Dalhousie railway post office cancel, a very scarce one. Stamp is position 43, plate 5, a major re-entry.

Happy hunting - as there are a few where only one or two are known.

**Duplex Cancellations**

The Duplex hammer is composed of two parts: a dater which indicates the post office of origin, province and date, and an obliterator (or killer) which is normally a series of bars in a circular format, and used to cancel the stamp so that it cannot be used again. Regulations of the period (1860 to early in the 20th century and up until the present) require that the envelope be postmarked and that the stamp be cancelled. Normally this meant two strikes, a dater and an obliterator. The Duplex hammer combined the two and required only one strike.

Robert Lee of Vernon, B.C. has produced a listing of these cancels, carrying on from the original work of E.A. Smythies *Canadian Duplex Cancellations of the Victorian Era 1860 - 1902*. Some 6,000 different hammer mark-

North Sydney, N.S. squared circle cancel January 9, 1898, an error since the Map stamp was not issued until December 7, 1898.
A 'sunburst' fancy cork cancellation.

A thumbprint cancellation, an unusual one.

ings are known. Most of these are quite common but others are so rare that no strikes have been reported to date. As these are listed on Mr. Lee's computer, it was relatively easy for those likely to occur during the Map period to be separated. There are 75 different, so it is not too difficult a group to get together as most of them are the larger cities of the time.

Here is where I want to make an important point, which is a necessity for those collectors interested in cancellations. Many of the earlier Canadian stamps were small in size and thus much of the cancel was only partially on the stamp. With the advent of the larger size for ordinary postal use eg. 3-cent Jubilee, Map, and 2-cent Quebec, there was a greater opportunity for identification than, say, on the 3-cent Small Queen. If a cover was found, of course that was the ultimate prize.

The remaining cancellations can be grouped
Early German Precancels

by Hans Reiche

Very early German precancels exist on the 1851 Hannover 1 silbergroschen imperforate stamps. It is not well known how such early precancels came into use.

Most precancel collectors would be familiar with the more modern precancelled stamps of several countries such as France, Canada, U.S.A., Belgium and others but few have heard of these very early German Old States precancels.

The post office clerks in Hannover were held responsible for any stamp that had escaped cancellation and effective fine procedures were in force to assure that no uncanceled stamps left the post office.

To avoid this fine, post office clerks at the Hannover post office made certain that all stamps were cancelled. They drew a vertical, horizontal or diagonal line across rows of stamps with an ink pen before cutting up the sheets for use on letters handed in over the counter. This is the reason why one can find covers with such stamps pre-cancelled and not tying the stamp to the cover. The following Hannover post offices are known to have made use of this method:

Bremervorde, Burgdorf, Clausthal, Esens, Gottingen, Goslar.
Hademsdorf, Hannover, Harpstedt, Herzberg, Hildesheim, Neuhaus.
Salzgitter, Uslar, Verden, Walsrode, Wartjenstedt, Wittingen.
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X. COLLECTION AND REMITTANCE OF POSTAGE.

Vignette III (CP, Sept./Oct. 1885) described the 1792 U.S.-Canada Postal Convention, which established the Deputy Postmaster General for the Canadas as an agent of the U.S. Post Office for the collection of U.S. ship and inland postage on unpaid letters coming into the Canadas, and on Canadian letters being sent into or through the United States. In consideration thereof, a 20 per cent commission was allowed, with the rest being paid into the General Post Office of the United States.

Over the next 35 years or so, unofficial arrangements were made between frontier post offices with their counterparts across the border for the exchange of mail, accompanied presumably with the required postage, either prepaid or unpaid. This led to the Canadian departmental order of January 12, 1829 announcing that, with the agreement of the U.S. Post Office, only Stanstead, Montreal, Prescott, Kingston and Queenston were to be exchange offices. Letters from elsewhere in the Canadas were to be sent to the most convenient of these offices, together with the U.S. postage associated with them, except for the 10 per cent commission allowed the receiving office. It would appear that the other half of the 20 per cent commission was shared equally by the exchange office and the Deputy Postmaster General, as the latter was responsible for accounting to Washington for all the U.S. postage collected in the Canadas. By 1840, the number of mutually agreed exchange offices had increased to 11 under the same terms, except that Kingston accounted directly to Washington for the U.S. postage.

Early in the period, the postage was paid in specie, but with the development of banks in Canada, which issued their own notes, these were accepted in payment as well. For security reasons, P.O. instructions dated 23 April 1836 made provision for the deposit of postal revenues with agents of the Bank of Upper Canada, instead of sending it in specie or bank notes to the General Post Office. If this were not practical, postmasters were “advised to send Drafts on Quebec or Montreal at sight, or at a short date; or if they send Bank Notes, they must cut them in two parts, sending one portion at a time, and reserving the second portion, until the receipt of the first is acknowledged.” At the same time, notification was given that, because notes of unchartered banks were difficult to exchange, only notes of the “legally Chartered Banks of the Province” would be accepted by the Deputy Postmaster General (Thomas Stayner) as remittances in payment of postal revenues.

While no reference has been seen as to the method used to remit the U.S. postage to Washington, it is presumed that it was done by commercial drafts (bills of exchange) at sight or at short date. However, as a July 15, 1837 order of Stayner’s indicates, the U.S. Postmaster General required that all future remittances were to be in specie. This prompted the direction “that henceforth you receive nothing but legally current Specie in payment for United States’ Postage, which Specie you will remit, at regular periods, to the distributing Post Masters in direct communication with the United States, to whom it may respectively be payable, in order to its being put in train for transmission to Washington”.

Stayner then observed that he might have to insist that all postage (British as well) be paid in Specie, “but being exceedingly loth to add to the embarrassments under which the public at present...
labor from the scarcity of hard money, I shall
abstain from resorting to this measure, as long
as I can do so with Justice to the interests which
it is my duty to protect”.

However 10 days later, he followed this with:
“until the Banks throughout both the Canadas
redeem their Notes in Specie, you will require
the payment of all Postages (British as well as
America) in the legally current Coins of your
Province. Wherever it can conveniently be done
(more particularly in Upper Canada,) I wish you
to deposit this Specie in Bank, on my account,
provided the Cashier will give an acknowledgement
promising to repay the money in kind
when required by me”. He listed three ac-
ceptable banks—Bank of Upper Canada, Montreal
Bank, and City Bank (of Montreal), and all their
branches. This notice concluded with: “I trust
that the difficulties in the Money Market which
create the necessity for these new regulations...will soon cease, and that we shall be able
to revert to our former and much more conven-
ient mode of collecting this revenue”.

On September 30, 1837, Stayner was able to
report that the Bank of Upper Canada would
redeem its notes and those of the Gore Bank
in Specie, so that these notes were again ac-
cetable. By the following May 29, the Lower
Canadian chartered banks—Quebec Bank, Mon-
treal Bank, City Bank (of Montreal) and the
Bank of British North America—had returned
to redeeming their paper notes for Specie, so
these also became acceptable for the remittance
of postal revenues. As there was no further
reference to the remittance of U.S. postage to
Washington, and in 1839 Stayner was sending
the Freight Money receipts to Abraham Bell &
Co., New York in the form of drafts on Prime,
Ward & King of that city, it may be presumed
that similar ones drawn on a Washington mer-
chant bank were being sent to the U.S. Post
Office.

Royal ’88
June 16 - 18
Westin Hotel
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Don’t miss it!

---

SWITZERLAND YEAR SETS
AT
UNBEATABLE
PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mint/NH</th>
<th>Fine Used</th>
<th>Mint/NH or Fine Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mint/NH</th>
<th>Fine Used</th>
<th>Mint/NH or Fine Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>29.70</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>31.40</td>
<td>22.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>30.80</td>
<td>19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>30.80</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>32.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Earlier Year Sets available - prices on request.
Minimum order Can. $50.00, please add Can. $4.00 for registered airmail postage.
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Ascension Island souvenir sheet (Scott 234a) depicts the many volcanoes that produced the island in the south Atlantic.

Continents in Motion

by C.P. London

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge runs from Iceland in the Arctic through the Faroes, the Azores to Ascension, St. Helena and Tristan da Cunha in the south Atlantic. It is scientific theory that over 100 million years ago when the Jurassic period began, South America and Africa were locked together. As these two great continents pulled apart, the earth’s plates moved out from under the other exposing their thinned edges. The thinness of these plates and their constant periodic movement far below the Atlantic Ocean results in openings or ruptures that allow hot lava from the earth’s core to belch upward creating new islands. In 1973 such an eruption formed the island of Heimney off the coast of Iceland.

Part of the 12,000-mile long Mid-Atlantic Ridge was shown on a 1980 stamp from Ascension, (Scott No. 268), as well as on a stamp of Tristan da Cunha, (Scott No. 283). Both stamps honour the Royal Geographic Society. Ironically the society ridiculed Alfred Wegener, the German scientist and his continental drift theory at its annual meeting in 1923. Subsequently more research, more evidence and the availability of sophisticated electronic instrumentation with precise measuring capabilities have given credence to Wegener’s theory.

Thinned edges along the earth’s plates account for the vast majority of the earth’s more than 800 volcanoes. Surtsey Island, near Iceland, is shown as an erupting volcano in 1963 on Scott No. 372 and in April 1964, Scott 373 and in September 1964, Scott 374. These Iceland stamps were issued as a set on June 23, 1965. This famous volcano is on the northern part of the “Ridge of Fire”, another name for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and took shape as a new island in 1963.
The volcanic creation of Surtsey Island in 1963-64 is depicted on three Icelandic stamps, Scott 372-74. The 1.50 Kr value shows the eruptions from underwater in November 1963. The 2.00 Kr shows surface eruptions in April 1964 while the 3.50 Kr stamp depicts the island as it cooled in September 1964.

Another well known “Ridge of Fire”, where a continental plate edge in movement cause earthquakes and eruptions is the San Andreas Fault that runs on and off shore along the west coast of the U.S.A. Mount St. Helens in the State of Washington and the geyser, Old Faithful, in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, (Scott No. 744) are both on the leading edge of the earth’s plates along this fault. Subterranean hot springs with scalding water bubbles to the earth’s surface in Yellowstone as well as in Iceland. Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland has harnessed this source of heat. It is the major heat source for keeping the city warm during the long winter months.

No doubt the key to the movement apart of the continents of Africa and South America was found 250 years ago by Edmund Halley (who plotted the orbit of Halley’s comet) when he visited St. Helena (Scott No. 316). In mapping the earth’s magnetic fields, Halley was puzzled by his distorted compass readings.

Two Tristan da Cunha stamps (Scott 320, 323) show the formation of that volcanic island in the south Atlantic.

U.S. stamp (Scott 744) shows the geyser Old Faithful.

Edmund Halley, whose research 250 years ago was a key in the formation of the Continental Drift theory, is remembered on a stamp of St. Helena (Scott 316).
Lines of magnetic forces in the earth's crust showing rock alignment and other characteristics at the time the formation hardened are known as Halley Lines. Over millions of years the polar axis has moved about, even changing its field, yet the alignment of ferrite particles locked in by the hardening of the rocks pointed to the pole and thus dated the rock. Rocks from the same formation occurred in South America and at matching points in Africa. This has become another proof that these continents have drifted apart.

Postage stamps admirably tell the story of this continental drift and the resulting volcanic activity.

References:

b) Continents in Collision by Russell Miller, - Time/Life, 1983.

Ralph Mitchener Wins Geldert Medal for 1987

The Geldert Medal for 1987 has been awarded to Ralph Mitchener of Ottawa for his series entitled, "A Centenary of Nationally Organized Philately in Canada, 1887 to 1987".


Part Two, "The Early Days" appeared in Volume 38 No. 4 - July/August 1987, pages 296 - 303.

Mr. Mitchener's series was of special interest to members of the Society since 1987 was the 100th anniversary of organized philately in Canada.

Although Mr. Mitchener’s series will be continued in future issues of The Canadian Philatelist, the committee felt that the work to date deserved the 1987 Geldert Medal.

Geldert Medal Winners:

1967 Edward A. Richardson, League City, Texas.
1968 Max Rosenthal, Toronto, Ont.
1970 Hans Reiche, Ottawa, Ont.
1971 Dr. J.C. Arnell, Hamilton, Bermuda.
1972 No award.
1973 Kenneth W. Pugh, Brandon, Man.
1974 Keith Thompson, Yellowknife, N.W.T.
1975 No award.
1976 No award.
1978 Dr. R.A. Chaplin, Toronto, Ont.
1979 John G. Schmidt, Danbury, Connecticut
1980 Geoffrey F. Briginshaw, Mississauga, Ont.
1982 Leopold Beaudet, Ottawa, Ont.
1983 Dr. J.C. Arnell, Hamilton, Bermuda.
1984 No award.
1985 Michael Madesker, Toronto, Ont.
1987 Ralph Mitchener, Ottawa, Ont.
Postmarked OTTAWA... HANS REICHE

A rather unusual tete-beche pair has been found recently. The 34-cent Parliament Building stamps has been seen with two stamps in tete-beche and a gutter between the two stamps of about eight mm width separating the two stamps. One of the stamps has a straight edge on top and the right side down to the gutter. All the rest of the edges are perforated. This pair may come from a booklet which may have had a foldover part.

We wonder what collectors will have to say about the new plan by our "well beloved" Canada Post Corp. to have all parcels which do not have postage paid by postage meter to be a higher fee. Any parcel carrying stamps would be charged an additional amount. One wonders how long it will take before this procedure may be adopted on letters as well.

It appears that some auctioneers have taken lessons in social behaviour. At a few auctions, it has been noted that the room in which the auction was held was overheated to a degree that many bidders were drowsy or fell partly asleep during the bidding process. This resulted in some absolutely crazy bids on some lots; in other cases, bids were not even one tenth of the estimate. Apparently some drowsy bidders did not care or even realize what bid they had made and so prices went up and up far beyond the actual value of the item. In other cases when bidders became sleepy, some bids were ridiculously low. In front, the auctioneers sipped on nice cool white wine and the bidders were left dry. In interrogating people, this trick often works. Any comments?

The famous Swiss auction house of Corinphila has moved from the prestigious Bahnhofstrasse to much less known district far above nice Lake Zurich. The cost of the previous location must have been a factor. Many other dealers who used to be on this street moved to other less costly locations.

In Las Vegas, we were offered money for the slot machines for our stamps. Mint and used US stamps were preferred. Six stamp companies are located there but most sell only modern stamps.

A 3-cent Large Queen has recently been found with the laid lines vertical instead of horizontal. At this time it can not be determined if this is a genuine laid line, which it appears to be on first sight. It may also be some sort of offset from a cover which made use of laid line paper and from which this particular stamp was removed from. Speaking of laid-line 3-cent stamps, about 35 years ago the writer recorded a block of 10 of this stamp but unfortunately, did not record where this was found, sold or auctioned off. Probably this block, which was mint, has long been torn apart for singles.

Work on the varieties of the Small Queen issue continues here in Ottawa and it is hoped that in not to distant future a completely revised, updated and very much expanded book on this subject will be published. A wealth of new data has collected, much of it changing some of the previously held ideas on this issue. One of the item is the knowledge of three different plates for the 6-cent instead of the two plates normally listed by publications.

Never assume that a dealer does not know his material and that you can find some rare items which he did not recognize as such. In a small German stamp store in Lahr, a 1-cent yellow Admiral card was in the window. It was dated June 7, 1922, a first day which is very rare. The writer thought that in Lahr, who would know anything about this date.

What is the price for this card?
Well, I really do not know what to charge for it.

It is just a common 1-cent KGV stamp but may be you would take DM 5 for it?
Well, I do not like to part with it.
Would DM 10 be enough?
Finally, an offer of DM 45 was made and the dealer said, "For a first day I’d rather keep it!"

Has anyone noticed the announcement by the US Post Office that a regulation has existed for many years prohibiting the resale of mint precancelled stamps? The regulation says that once a stamp has been cancelled, it is used. Sale of such stamps can only be legal if they do not have gum. One dealer has already been charged with selling mint precancels.

GEORGE WEGG
PHILATELIC CONSULTANT

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
FOR
CHRIStIE’S ROBSON LOWE
LONDON, ENGLAND

BOX 68, STATION Q
TORONTO, CANADA
M4T 2L7
(416) 489-4683

Every two months we publish
THE SEA ISLAND TRADER
Our fully illustrated price list of pre-1953
BRITISH EMPIRE POSTAGE STAMPS
in mint and used sets, significant singles and varieties of interest to both intermediate and advanced collectors.
Write today for a complimentary copy of the next issue.
If you like quality, you’ll love what we have to offer!

SEA ISLAND STAMPS LIMITED
P.O. Box 1339E, Station A,
Delta, B.C., Canada, V4M 3Y8
OR
P.O. Box 268E,
Point Roberts, WA, U.S.A. 98281
OUR VENDORS SPEAK

We sell the properties of 50 different owners in an average auction. All are pleased with what we do for them and some make the effort to write about it.

ED RICHARDSON
P. O. BOX 839
LEAGUE CITY, TEXAS 77575

May 17, 1979

Dear Bill:-

What can I say? You and your staff did a superb job of selling my King Edwards - a fine catalogue, good illustrations, reasonable valuations, and spectacular results! Due of course to having the right people on "the floor".

With every best wish,

Sincerely,

We know that we can sell your stamps to your satisfaction all you have to do is

May we hear from you when you are ready?

CALL US AT (416) 363-7777

r. maresch & son

330 BAY ST., STE 703 • TORONTO, CANADA M5H 2S9 • (416) 363-7777
DEALERS IN RARE STAMPS SINCE 1924
Literature Reviews


Here's Stanley Gibbons latest specialized catalogue for that dedicated group of Machin issue collectors, the long-running and highly popular British decimal definitive first issued in 1971. Having gone through many printings in engraving (high values), photogravure, and lithography, along with coils, booklets and multi-value coils, with a variety of phosphors, the Machins offer a tremendous (and mainly inexpensive) challenge to collectors. With literally hundreds of millions of stamps used yearly, the many printings have produced a wide variety of printing flaws. So great has progress in the study of the decimal Machin issue been, that it now rates its own catalogue — the decimal commemorative issues which were included in the previous edition will get their own SG catalogue later this year.

Listed in the 5th edition are new developments in short phosphor band varieties, and full listings for Machins printed on advance coated paper. Window booklets, new phosphor inks and booklet panes with imperforate margins are included for the first time.

Since the previous edition was published in 1985, there have been many price changes — almost all of them upwards.

If Machin collecting is your interest, here's a specialized catalogue you can't be without. JPH

CANADIAN 'HIDDEN DATE' STAMPS 1935 - 1987, written and published by J.J. Johnston, #27, 2315 198th St., Langley, B.C. V3A 4P4 Canada, 17.5 cm by 21.5 cm, 68 pages, black and white illustrations, softbound, available from the publisher at $5 Canadian for U.S. and Canadian addresses, $7 to any other country.

As many collectors of Canadian stamps will know, most Canadian stamps, definitive and commemorative, have small 'hidden' dates incorporated in their designs. The main exception is those stamps that include a date or year date — the 5-cent Expo '67 stamp is one example — as a prominent part of their main design features.

The 'hidden dates' were first dealt with by Boggs in his masterpiece of the stamps of Canada. Later, Garret Satfield of Stockton, California picked up where Boggs left off and assembled all known secret marks on Canadian stamps up to that time. Mr. Johnston continues that work through 1987 issues.

His book contains a listing and illustration for all 'hidden date' stamps issued since 1935 plus those which don’t have hidden ones because the year of issue was part of the main design. In recent years, Canada Post has switched to a copyright symbol plus the year of issue — some very difficult to find unless you know where to look. With this handbook, you'll be able to find them quite easily.

A self-published book and the product, we'd guess, of desktop publishing, it's a pretty straightforward and easy to follow work. Unfortunately, the illustrations don’t match the rest of the work, looking like badly reproduced photocopies. Despite this shortcoming, the hidden date illustrations are clear enough to direct the reader to the hidden dates of any stamp. The book serves the purpose for which it was published.

JPH

HAUNIAN STAMPS, AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY, by Emmett Cahill, published by Orchid Isle Publishers, Box 807, Volcano, HI 96785 U.S.A., 14 cm by 21.5 cm, 40 pages, black and white and colour illustrations, softbound, copyright 1987, ISBN: 0-916630-64-1, available from the publisher at $5.95 U.S.

This amply illustrated booklet is more history than stamps. Indeed, using Hawaiian stamps and postal stationery as illustrations, it tells the fascinating history of the island. Beginning with the rare 'Missionaries', progressing through the monarchy and the short-lived republic and finally to statehood, it's a history filled with personalities and intrigue. As well, the author has illustrated part of the islands' history, flora and
fauna through stamps of other nations which illustrate Hawaiiana.

Included in the preface are an outline of the islands' postal history and a map which shows all post offices on the Hawaiian islands from 1850 to 1900.

The intrigues of the monarchy are well-told along with skulduggery of some of the islands' white settlers who finally forced annexation of the tropical paradise by the U.S. following the brief period of provisional and republican governments, 1894-98.

The author states he intended the book to provide entertainment for collectors and information for those interested in Hawaii's history. That does it. Its illustrations, both black and white and in colour, are clear and accurate.

It's worth noting that save for some rare early stamps and some of the provisional issues, most Hawaiian stamps aren't all that expensive. If you're a Hawaiian collector or considering being one, this book is a low-cost and fascinating introduction to the history of the islands and its stamps.

JPH


L'AQEP a procédé au lancement d'un cinquième OPUS lors du Salon des Collectionneurs, en octobre 1987. Selon sa formule habituelle, l'OPUS regroupe les textes d'une dizaine de chercheurs. Comme chacun œuvre dans des domaines différents, on ne peut parler d'une publication homogène ou à thème bien que, cette fois-ci, la philatélie canadienne y occupe plus d'espace. Voici les études qui ont retenu l'attention d'un comité de sélection de l'AQEP.

Un texte-clé ouvre la marche. Jacques Nolet fut de ceux qui remontèrent la piste jusqu'au graveur Yves Baril. Le Ministère des Postes et la Canadian Bank Note Co l'avaient tenu dans l'ombre durant 33 ans. Dans un texte structuré comme lui seul peut le faire, il nous présente l'homme qui a produit plus de 150 timbres canadiens et dresse l'inventaire de ses travaux. Cette recherche est le fleuron de l'AQEP, un digne couronnement pour sa cinquième année.

Sous la plume de Denis Masse, les plantes qui décorent les timbres-poste canadiens de 1851 à 1964 s'animent. Dans un style où l'on reconnait la plume de l'aman de la philatélie et du vulgarisateur, il nous entraîne sur les traces laissées par Bernard Boivin, botaniste décédé depuis peu. Celui-ci préparait un ouvrage sur les plantes dans la philatélie canadienne. Grâce à sa succession qui lui a remis son manuscrit, les thématistes cherchant des informations sûres pourront utiliser les assignations faites par ce spécialiste.

De nos jours, les expositions sont fréquentes et font partie de notre environnement philatélique. Le père Jean-Claude Lafleur nous entraîne à sa suite vers le difficile jugement d'une collection. Ce vétéran des jugements nous livre quelques réflexions sur l'état du juré, les critères d'appréciation, les méthodes de travail et les problèmes sur lesquels, inévitablement, tout juré buttera.

La vignette consacrée au mémorial canadien en 1939 poursuit l'étude menée par Lola Caron concernant la visite royale de 1939. Après une mise en situation historique, le timbre-poste est décrit dans tous ses états et les nombreuses enveloppes-souvenir supportent le répertoire des oblitérations commémoratives.

Larry McNamis réjouira tous ceux que la petite histoire captive. Dans un anglais télégraphique, il raconte les inversés de la Voie maritime. De leur découverte peu après l'émission en 1959 en divers points du pays jusqu'à ce qu'ils soient devenus, tout y passe...Le tout est entremêlé de savoureuses réflexions personnelles.

Les faux timbres-poste de la Nouvelle-Ecosse ne résistent pas à l'analyse qu'en fait Richard Gratton. Il en répertorie 91 types, soit 7 fois plus que les 13 authentiques! Par l'analyse des pigments et des papiers, il établit des critères scientifiques qui serviront de référence pour les générations futures. Bien que soignée, sa présentation comporte 31 graphiques et tableaux de résultats spectroscopiques qui dérouteront les non-initiés.

C'est un nouveau venu, Claude Gignac, qui nous livre les flammes d'oblitération utilisées à Québec de 1955 à 1969 sur des appareils Perfect et Pitney-Bowes. Ces messages publicitaires ont découragé plus d'un collectionneur par leur nombre et leur variété, mais plus
encore par l’absence d’un ouvrage illustré et mis à jour des flammes du Québec. Cet essai, bien que partiel, nous indique la voie à suivre.

L’OPUS V ne serait pas complet sans les travaux de Jean-Guy Dalpé, un vétéran de la recherche philatélique. Il a le flair d’aborder un nouveau thème plusieurs années avant qu’il ne devienne à la mode. Alors que nous vivons la deuxième génération d’IPS au Québec, il avait déjà repéré les empreintes de la première génération de machine à oblitérer de l’International Peripheral System Co. Introduites dans les petits bureaux depuis 1970, bon nombre de celles-ci sont présentement hors-d’usage et leurs empreintes deviendront des rares marcophiles modernes.


Signalons finalement un événement encore chaud: Ameripex 86. L’exposition a produit son lot de souvenirs philatéliques et paraphiliatéliques. Yvon Tousignant nous les présente et commente la pertinence de chacun.

Voilà, j’ai fait le tour de l’OPUS V. Vous réalisez comme moi que pour apprendre et pour consulter, il demeurera un outil de référence pour les années à venir. La réalisation est excellente, tant pour le graphisme que pour l’illustration. C’est un produit qui s’est encore amélioré...

MJO

---

“PROPAGANDA FORGERIES”

Printed by the Germans during the 1940’s for Propaganda purposes - based on the designs of the King George VI ½d-3d British definitive, the 1935 ½d British Silver Jubilee stamp and the 1937 1½d British Coronation stamp - They show subtle changes in the design and are very popular with collectors. We have recently acquired a fine study of these interesting and inexpensive items and would be delighted to hear from interested collectors.

1. ½d Silver Jubilee, superb cancelled single (illustrated).
   £ 80.00
2. ½d Silver Jubilee, superb unused single (illustrated).
   £ 75.00
3. 1½d Coronation, superb unused single (illustrated).
   £ 75.00
4. 1½d Coronation, superb cancelled single (illustrated).
   £ 80.00
   £ 20.00
   £ 20.00
7. King George VI 2d Orange, fine unused single (illustrated).
   £ 20.00
8. Souvenir sheet comprising the 6 definitives and the commemorative forgeries, all used, cancelled with D-Day cancel. Scarce.
   £ 250.00
   £ 110.00
10. King George VI 2d ovpt “World Politics”.
    £ 130.00
11. LIQUIDATION OF EMPIRE FORGERIES
    ½d ovpt ‘Hong Kong’ used.
    £ 35.00
    ½d ovpt ‘Bahamas’ unused.
    £ 35.00
    ½d ovpt ‘Trinidad’ unused.
    £ 30.00
    ½d ovpt ‘Bermuda’ used.
    £ 30.00
    ½d ovpt ‘Singapore’ used.
    £ 30.00
    1d ovpt ‘St. Lucia’ unused.
    £ 30.00
    Other countries overprinted were Rabaul, Borneo, Grenada, Rangoon, Bougainville and St. Vincent.
    All items offered subject unsold.

Contact: Bill Barrell
H & B PHILATELISTS LTD.
5 Christmas Steps
Bristol BS1 5BS, England.

Robert A. Lee Philatelist
Ltd.
presents

CANADA and B.N.A. AUCTIONS

OUR AUCTIONS REGULARLY CONTAIN SOME 2000 LOTS

INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

ADMIRAL ISSUE
ADVERTISING COVERS
AIRMAL & FLIGHT COVERS
AIRMAL STAMPS
ALBERTA POSTAL HISTORY
BOOKLETS & BOOKLET PANES
BRITISH COLUMBIA POSTAL HISTORY
CENTENNIAL (1967) ISSUE
CINDERELLA MATERIAL
DEAD LETTER OFFICE
DISASTER COVERS
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS
EDWARD VII ISSUE
EXHIBITION & FAIR COVERS
FANCY, NUMERAL & SPECIALTY CANCELLATIONS
1859 FIRST CENTS ISSUE
FIRST DAY COVERS
FLAG CANCELLATIONS
FOREIGN COVERS
FORGERIES
INTERNATIONAL, MACHINE CANCELLATIONS
JUBILEE ISSUE
LARGE QUEEN ISSUE
LEGISLATIVE MARKINGS
LITERATURE
MANITOBA POSTAL HISTORY
MAP (1898) ISSUE
MAPLE LEAF ISSUE
MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY
MOON, MOTO & POCON CANCELLATIONS
NASCOPIE POSTAL HISTORY
NEW BRUNSWICK POSTAL HISTORY
NEW BRUNSWICK STAMPS
NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL HISTORY
NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPS
N.W.T. POSTAL HISTORY
NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY

NUMERAL ISSUE
OFFICIAL STAMPS
OFFICIALLY SEALED STAMPS
O.H.M.S. PERFINS
ONTARIO POSTAL HISTORY
PATRIOTIC COVERS & POSTCARDS
PENCE ISSUES
PERFINS (PRIVATE)
PLATE BLOCKS
POSTAGE DUE ISSUES
POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
POSTAL STATIONERY
PRECANCELS
P.E.I. POSTAL HISTORY
PROOFS
QUEBEC POSTAL HISTORY
QUEBEC TERCENTENARY
RAILROAD POST OFFICES
RATE COVERS
REGISTERED COVERS
REGISTRATION STAMPS
REVENUES
ROYAL TRAINS COVERS
SASKATCHEWAN POSTAL HISTORY
SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
SHIP CANCELLATIONS, MARKINGS & VIEWCARDS
SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
SMALL QUEEN ISSUE
SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS
SPECIMEN OVERPRINTS
SQUARED CIRCLES
STAMP COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
STAMPLESS COVERS
VARIETIES
VIEWCARDS
WAR TAX STAMPS
YUKON POSTAL HISTORY

CALL OR WRITE TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR CATALOGUE

Robert A. Lee
PHILATELIST LTD.

P.O. Box 937, Vernon, B.C. V1T 6M8 • Phone (604) 542-5169
NEW MEMBERS

24298  Mr. Mohamed Salah Abdul-Rahim
Science Museum, Ministry Educ.,
P.O. Box 7,
Safat, Kuwait 13001
Used stamps, mint stamps, First Day
Covers

24299  Miss, L.C. Wallace
Canada & F.D.C. and USA

24300  Mr. William C. Liddle
606-300 Main Street West
Hamilton, ON, L8P 1J8
Older Canadian - USA and British,
also Can. First Day Covers

24301  Mr. H. Brian Joyce
720 Homeview Road
London, ON, N6C 5N2
Mint train stamps, souvenir collections
of Can. stamps

24302* Mr. Joseph E. Smith
Mint Canada pre-1945, used British
colonies

24303* Mr. Thomas S. Colbeck
Canada, Vatican City, New Zealand
(used)

24304* Mr. Christopher Dean
Malaya, Gt. Britain, George VI,
Commonwealth overprints

24305  Mr. John C. Belo
56 Denmark Blvd.,
Markham, ON, L3P 3Z5
Canada, US, England, Portugal &
colonies, and Australia

24306  Mr. Leslie E. Mitchell
333 Meadows Blvd., Suite 100,
Mississauga, ON, L4Z 1G9
Canada, US and UN

24307  Mr. Volker M. Topf
76 Monte Carlo Crescent
Moncton, NB, E1G 1M7
Canadian (F.D.C., blocks & singles)

24308  Mr. James Fleming
460 Abelard #28
Nun's Island, PQ, H3E 1B5
General

24309  Mr. John E. Madden
P.O. Box 73
Prescott, ON, K0E 1T0
Canadian - Pre-World War

24310  Mr. Theo Van. Der. Gulik
3805 Elmwood Street,
Burnaby, BC, V5G 1R9
Canada, Holland, USA

24311  Mr. Mark J. Bielarczzyk
8th Fl, 214 Tun Hwa N. Road
Taipei, Taiwan
Canadian & US commemoratives,
Canadian First Day Covers

24312  Mr. Robert W. Ruton
1332 Elgin Crescent
Oakville, ON, L6H 2J7
BNA stamps only

24313  Mr. Stuart White
1565 Colborne Road
Sarnia, ON, N7V 3M7
Canadian - mint, block, First Day
Covers; UK - general

24318  Mrs. Silvana L. Polspoel
64 Amherst Street
Hull, PQ, J8Y 2W4
First Day Covers, Four Corners -
Canadian

24314  Mr. Harold L. Leadbetter
5412 Oakland Street
Burnaby, BC, V5H 1R8
British Commonwealth, Scandinavia

24315  Mr. Charles P. Arnold
249 West 15th,
North Vancouver, BC, V7M 1S3
BC Postal History, Town Cancells, Mint
& used Canada

24316  Mr. Fujiho Fukuyama
1003-1445 West 14th Avenue
Vancouver, BC, V6H 1R5
Canada, United Kingdom

24317* Mr. Don T. Atanasoff
Canada, Great Britain, US, Australia
NEW MEMBERS

24319 Mr. William F. Lipsack
137 Bracewell Drive
Penticton, BC, V2A 6S3
Canada - Provinces all aspects (mint and used)

24320* Miss Sandra M. Buiteel
Any type (usually cancelled)

24321 Mr. George Leslie
93 Oakley Blvd.,
Scarborough, ON, M1P 3P8
Canadian and Caribeen First Day Covers

24322 Mr. Gerald E. Simpson
Bellefontaine Road, R.R. #2
Halifax Co., NS, B0J 1N0
Canadian

24323 Mrs. Margaret E. Rossen
3 Independence Drive
Scarborough, ON, M1K 3R7
New Issues

24324 Mr. Vishnudas K. Khushalani
#101, 755 West 70th Avenue
Vancouver, BC, V6P 2X2
G.B., India, Aust., Can., Ireland, Zealand, Br. W. Indies

24325 Mrs. Patricia F. Komiyama
6657 Laburnum Street
Vancouver, BC, V6P 5M6
Canadian stamps

24326 Mr. Kevin M. Benefield
44 Amsterdam Crescent
Brampton, ON, L6X 2T5
Canada, Australia

24327 Mr. John M.P. Beaton
252 Mackenzie Avenue
Oromocto, NB, E2V 1K9
Canada, Provinces, Back of Book #217

24328 Mr. Jim Pennington
R.R. #1
Buckhorn, ON, K0L 1J0
First Day Covers

24329 Mr. Leonard R. Spllett
20-632 La Fleche
Winnipeg, MB, R2J 0E3
Canadian - blocks, singles, mint; Germany, worldwide

24330 Mr. Yehoshua I. Eliaishiv
Kibbanov Street 28, Apt. 38
Haifa, Israel, 32800
Baltic States; Lettonia, Lithuania, Estonia, Russia, Soviet Un.

24332 Mr. Robert C. Walters
228 Central Avenue
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ, USA. 07604
U.S., Canada

24334 M. Jean Panneton
533, Ontario
Sherbrooke, PQ, J1J 3R4
Canada, France, Vatican, United

24335 M. Semexant Rony
Rue 11 K-1, 152
Cap Haitien, Haiti

24336 Mr. Abel Rodrigue
1310 Marechal-Foch, App. #6
Quebec, PQ, G1S 2C4
Canada, U.S., Commonwealth nations and Western Europe, used stamps

24337* M. Roger Laroche
Canadian, British Possessions and Colonies
NEW MEMBERS

24338 M. Andre M. Dube
C.P. #182
Grande-Riviere, PQ, G0C 1V0
Canadian and blocks

24339 Mme. Claire Deleeuw
Stamps

24340 M. Gauthier Jean-Guy
Worldwide (France, Russia), post-mark collecting

24341 M. Jean-Guy Lagace
Topical

24342 M. Herbert Denis
50 Larivières
St-Jean sur Richelieu, PQ, J3B 6Y8

24343 M. Blanchet Mario
2808 N.E. 33 et Apt. #103
St. Lauderdale, PQ, USA. 33306

24344 M. Jean-Paul Godu
B.P. 10,
Bruxelles, Belgique

24345 M. Andre Fraser
1007 8 avenue
Montreal, PQ, H1B 4G8
Canada

24346 M. Jean-Pierre Chagnon
2245 Beauaplant
St-Hyacinthe, PQ, J2S 4M1
Canada, U.S.A., Commonwealth Nations

24347 M. Claude Lachance
1899 est, Sherbrooke
Montreal, PQ, H2K 1B6
Canada, U.S.A., France, Monaco, Vatican, United Nations

24348 M. Rene Mawrick
Canadian only

24349 Mme. Regeanne Castonguay
Canada

24350 M. Jacques Perron
Canadian stamps

24351 M. Andre Binette
1567 Avenue
Lachine, PQ, H8S 2Z3
Canadian stamps

24351L Mr. William M. Marcus
20 Maia Terrace
Chestnut Hill, Mass, USA. 02167
Canada, Israel

24332L Mr. Michael V. Touw
4-153 Worthington St. W.
North Bay, ON, P1B 3B3
Canada, Mint & used, Faroe Islands, British Commonwealth

24333L Mr. George S. Gordon
Box 841
Niagara Falls, ON, L2E 6V6
Canadian general mint & used

24362 M. Pierre Ouellette
Commonwealth Nations

24363 M. Douglas R. Richardson (M)

24364 M. Patrick Menard
370 15 Avenue
Richelieu, PQ, J3L 3V5
Canada, U.S.A.

24365 M. Mario Toupin
Mint stamps from Canada Sweden, Italy, Japan, U.K., Norway, U.S.

24366 M. David W.E. Sherer
765 Robleda Crescent
Victoria, BC, V8B 3K6
Canada, G.B., Isle of Man, Channel Islands, West of Germany & Berlin

24367 Mrs. Manon Charpentier-Simon
55 Farnham Avenue
Toronto, ON, M4V 1H6
Canada, F.D.C., Poland & East Germany - stamps

24368 Mr. McDougall Lloyd W.
Box 610
MacGregor, MB, R0H 0R0
Canadian and foreign

24369 Dr. Marek A. Rozwadowski
40 Coal Creek Rd., P.O. Box 1959
Fernie, BC, V0B 1M0
Poland, Vatican, Canada, U.K., South Africa, Fed. Rhodesia

24370 Mr. Terry G. Simpson
R.R. #4
Bancroft, ON, K0L 1C0
Canada since 1948

24371 Miss Patricia R.A. Weber
30 Saturn Drive
Brampton, ON, L6V 3X7
F.D.C., speciality F.D.C., booklets

24372 Mr. George D. Hutton
465 Rymal Road West
Hamilton, ON, L9B 1B7
B.N.A., British Colonies

24373 Mrs. Mary Abram
739 Duhamel Blvd.
Pincourt, PQ, G7V 4G6
Canada - postal history, christmas - minerals, shell

24374 Ms Susan E. Smith
R.R. #1
Sparta, ON, N0L 2H0
F.D.C., Canadian and foreign, Canadian mint stamps, souvenir sheet
NEW MEMBERS

24375 Mr. Andrew S. Lim
14 Manillow St.,
Scarborough, ON, M1W 3R7
Early Canada

24376 Mr. Gordon D. Webber
503 Island Hwy
Campbell River, BC, V9W 2B9
Canadian

24377 Mr. Michael E. Lawrie
11 Newman Dr.
Cambridge, ON, N1S 1A1
Canadian stamps only

24378* Mr. Robert L. Prosser
All B.N.A. material

24379 Mr. Federick L. Scott
2929 Wolfe Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2V 3S1
Canadian, British Commonwealth

24380 Mr. Fred G. O'Neill
P.O. Box 2688
San Jose, Costa Rica. 1000
Costa Rica, Peru and Canada

24381 Mr. Edward C. Winston
78 Fletcher St., Box #306
Kennebunk, Maine, USA. 04043
U.S. and Canadian First Day covers

24382 Mr. John J. Stabenbrauch
201 Burlington Avenue
Deep Park, New York, USA. 11729
Italy and everything related to it.

24383 Mr. George Szekely (D)
P.O. Box 31-329,
Auckland, New Zealand
World

24384 Mr. Leon G. Hagopian
1545 Dr. Pentfield Avenue #609,
Montreal, PQ, H3G 1C7
Egypt 1900/1960, Switzerland, France, Lichtenstein, UN

24385* Mr. Gordon T. Parsons
Australia (primary), PNG, Jamaica

24386* Mr. Geoffrey T. Slight
Canadian Commeratives & Definitives

24387 Mr. Brian U. Seville
18 Beacon Street,
Sidney, N.S. B1P 4S9
Canada, Canadian provinces, plate blocks, etc.

24388 Mr. Roland G. Gyselen
8 Tampico Avenue,
Pointe Claire, PQ. H9S 4Z5
Belgium, Canada and U.S.

24389 Mr. John Bell
205 Philip Street,
Dryden, Ont. P8N 1N7
British colonies prior to 1950

24390 Mr. Walter J. Wilson
5403-101A Avenue,
Edmonton, AB, T6A 0L7
Canadian

24391 Mr. Ian R. Guest
1008A Nesbitt Crescent
Woodstock, ON, N4S 7P1
First Day Covers

24392* Mr. Geoffrey B. Batchelor
UR-OFDC., UR-mint stamps, Definitive used, new, Commemorative

24393 Mr. Per A. Delshammar
13183 Coulthard Road,
Surrey, BC, V3W 1B2
Canada, UN, US, W. Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Faeroera, Greenland

24394* Mr. David G. Kidd
Great Britain, Queen Elizabeth II,
Canada

24395 Mr. James F. Hale
823 Bem Avenue,
Pickering, ON, L1W 1X2
Canada mint airmail, Definitive world mint

24396 Mr. John R. Attrell
Box 4548 PSSE,
Edmonton, BC, T6E 5G4
Canada, BNA & world wide covers, old postcards

24397 Mr. Clayton G. Phillips
1-126 Ontario Street,
Victoria, BC. V8V 1M9
George VI & Br. Commonwealth,
Canada & Canada Postal Stationary

24399* Mr. John H. Bientjes
Netherlands and colonies

24400 Mr. Allan B. Wellwood
Box 728,
Russell, ON, K0A 3B0
Canadian & Cats/Fish

24401* Mr. Norman D. Starkey
Canadian, US and British used and mint, UR Blocks, FDCs

24402 Mr. Pierre J. Lebel
P.O. Box 56, Station M,
Toronto, ON, M6S 4T2
WW and BNA
NEW MEMBERS

24403  Mr. Lester R. Twyne  
P.O. Box 205,  
Gander, NFLD, A1V 1W6  
Canadian stamps, FOC CB

24404*  Mr. Charles H. McPherson  
Canada

24405  Mr. Duncan S. Armstrong  
6209 Coburg Road,  
Halifax, NS, B3H 1Z8  
British Empire

24406  Mrs. Joyce G. Smithers  
200 Zina Street,  
Orangeville, ON, L9W 1G1  
Stamps and coins

24407*  Ms. Jaquelin Z. Johnstone  
Painting and art

24408  Mr. Ewald Gaudes  
In den Weinbergen 42,  
7000 Stuttgart 40,  
W. Germany  
Eliz. & Georgian Plate Blocks, Booklet Panes, Booklets, Coils

24409  Ms. Helen J. Bugno  
107 Woodmont Crescent S.W.,  
Calgary, AB, T2W 4G8  
Poland, US, Australia and Canada

24410*  Mr. Joe Heino

24411  Mr. Morley T. Davies  
495 Norim Road, R.R. 1,  
Sidney, BC, V8L 3R9  
Canada, Egypt, Sports and others

24412  Mrs. Patti L. Cragg  
Box 717,  
Fenelon Falls, ON, K0M 1N0  
Canada, all

24413  Mr. Germain R. Tremblay  
2826 Redwood Avenue,  
Thunder Bay, ON, P7C 1Z2  
Russia only

24414  Mr. Robert Heijdeman  
R.R. #4, Conc. 2,  
Tottenham, ON, L0G 1W0  
Canada and the Provinces

24415  Mr. Charles F. McConachie  
General Delivery,  
South River, ON, P0A 1X0  
Canada - topical

24416  Mr. Wayne A. Boord,  
2 Dawson Crescent,  
Brampton, ON, L6V 3M5  
Canadian

24417  Mr. William P. Hanton  
6 Seymour Avenue,  
Cornwall, ON, K6J 4L7  
North American collections

24418*  Mrs. Elizabeth F. Sodero  
Canada, Nova Scotia stamps & stampless covers

24419*  Mr. Wallace Q. Larson  
Germany, Korea, Montenegro, Yugoslavia, Airmails, stamp on stamp

24420  Mr. Jean-Marie Gervais  
416 Bourgeois,  
Pointe-au-Pere, PQ, G0K 1G0  
Amateur - completing personal collection of mint Cdn. stamps

24421  M. Bertrand Gilles,  
2740 Bridgewater,  
Ste-Foy, PQ, G1W 1W9

24422  M. Murray Yves  
116 Leo,  
Longueuil, PQ, J4G 1J1  
Canada

24423  M. Robert Le Baron de Pages  
CP-1120,  
Chandler, PQ, G0C 1K0

24424  M. Robert Le Baron de Pages  
5 rue Beaudoin,  
St-Yvon, PQ, G0E 1G0  
Canadian stamps, Belgium, USA & Australia

24425*  M. Francois Dube  
Canadian and world stamps and souvenir sheets

24426*  Mr. Juan Jose Bonilla  
Santa Martha #165,  
Lima-21, Peru  
Medicine thematic, scout, birds, agriculture

24427  M. Roland Vieu  
17 Tour du lac,  
St-Anne des Plains, PQ, JON 1H0  
Canadian stamps and FDCs

24428*  Mrs. Linda Becker  
Norway, duck stamps

24429  Mr. Francis W. Morgan  
8 St. James Avenue,  
Holyoke, MA, U.S.A. 01040  
U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain and Australia
NEW MEMBERS

24430 Mr. Richard Bloch
4841 Woodfield Drive,
Carmel, IN, U.S.A. 46032
mint U.S.A., Canada, UN and Poland

24431 Mrs. Carolyn M. Malvase-Hays
157 Tanton Hill Road,
Ridgefield, CT, U.S.A. 06877
books, painting, sculpture

24433* Norma S. Earl
Canadian

24434 Chi-Kwong Fung
Apt. 605, 3700 Lawrence Ave. E.
Scarborough, ON, M1G 3T2
Mint, used stamps, FDC Booklets,
Canada, China, Hong Kong, Aust

24435 Rheal Richard
C.P. 58,
Rogersville, NB, E0A 2T0
First Day Covers - Canada, United
Nations

24436 Klaas Dantuma
1030 Bayview Dr.
Isawassen, BC, V4M 2R7
Canada, Holland, UK, France, Spain,
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland

24437 Jeff W. Melski
165 Greenvale Dr., Unit 70,
Kitchener, ON, N2P 1K3
Mint, NH, Canada

24438* Don A. Williams
Canadian (specialize in small Queens),
W.W. for selling & trade

24439 Leonard G. Eckel
234 Shakespeare Dr.,
Waterloo, ON, N2L 2T6
Canadian Postal History: pre 1851

24440* James E. Sabine
Canada, U.S.A. only

24441* Wayne Roddick
Revenue stamps

24442 Robert D. Menzies
2956 W. 36th Ave.,
Vancouver, BC, V6N 2R3
Canadian and covers

24443 Marilyn M. Hobbs - Nicoli
59 Coolspring Cres.,
Nepean, ON, K2E 7M9

24444 Todd C. Latham
59 Coolspring Cres.,
Toronto, ON, M6H 3C1
Pre-50’s Canadian, Newfoundland,
Commonwealth Air-mail

24445 Michael Halted
74 Valewood Cres.,
Gloucester, ON, K1B 4E8
2 ring numeral cancels, cork cancels,
circles 2, postal history

24446 Donald M. Green
Box 394,
Rimbery, AB, T0C 2J0
Canada, U.S., mainly Canada mint
and FDC

24447 Philippe Favron
12359 Alfred,
Montreal-north, PQ, H1G 5C8
Canadian stamps

24448 Jeffrey S. Piwowar
6913 Day Dr.,
Parma, OH, U.S.A. 44129
U.S. and Canada, singles, blocks,
FDC, Poland singles, Germany

24449 Joseph W. Horvath
3788 Elliott St.,
San Diego, CA, U.S.A. 92106
Worldwide

24450 David Ledoux
91 North Main St.,
Cohasset, MA, U.S.A. 02025
Canada, Great Britain, Ireland

24451 Lucien P. Curre
20 North Main St.,
Pittsford, NY, U.S.A. 14534
Early Canada, essays and proofs

24452 Raymond N. Martin
5 Lynn-Ellen Dr.,
Acushnet, MA, U.S.A. 02743
Canada and provinces

24453 Elaine H. Eustice
210 Roe Ave.,
Syracuse, NY, U.S.A. 14534
Early Canada, essays and proofs

24454 Harold E. Davenport
Rt. 6 Box 364,
Mt. Home, AR, U.S.A. 72653
Austria, Belgium, Liechtenstien
NEW LIFE MEMBERS

GAGNE, Mme Annett (22961), 632 De Puyjalon, Baie-comeau, PQ G5C 1M6
PAJOS, Miss Susan K. (22277)
SMILLIE, d. Michael (21236)
VALLEE, Stephane (23534), 630 St-Jacques C.P. 86, Sainte-thecle, PQ G0X 3G0

REINSTATEMENTS

Abram, Mrs. Mary (24373), R.R. 6, Kensington, P.E.I. COB 1M0
AlLEN, Fred (9740), 101 Second Street West, Cornwall, ON K6J 1G4
Ameen, Ray C. (13182), 8849 Long Point, #5, Houston, TX 77055 U.S.A.
ArnELL, Dr. J. Carstairs FRPSC (8170L), P.O. Box HM 1263, Hamilton, HMFX, Bermuda
Atkinson, Bob M. (20965), 4815 Hlilrest Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 2H3
Blackbourn, Mrs. Lynn (22757), #1-3531 200 St., Langley, BC V3A 3Y3
Boulter, James F. (13798), 1488 Rue Bellevue, Cap Rouge, PQ G1Y 3C8
Bruder, Dr. Eugene M. (12735L), 1044 Mangrove Ave, Suite A, Chico, CA 95925 U.S.A.
Caya, Jacques (23784), 5685 Molson Street, Montreal, PQ H1Y 3B6
Cryderman, M.W. (48993), P.O. Box 202, Edgewater, BC V0A 1E0
De Beaupre, Michael (22418), 360 Grand Cote, Suite 201, Rosemere, PQ J7A 1K5
Deschamps, Lucien (23409), 2000 bowl Pie Xi Nord CP 2057, Valbelair, PQ G3J 1P8
Douglas, Mrs. Dawn E. (22937L), 24 Virginia Heights, Parry Sound, ON P2A 2A5
Duke, Dr. Richard H. (22804), 124 Sandpine Dr., Jupiter, FL 33477 U.S.A.
Earl, Patrick George (20149L), P.O. Box 2, Nairn, 1V14 2DZ, Scotland
Flemming, William B. (9036L), Box 3655 Lilac Dr., RR 3 Stroud, ON L0L 2M0
Freeman, Nigel (22824), 213-1975 Lee Ave., Victoria, BC V8R 4W9
Franette, Levis (23263), 695 Benjamin-Suite App. #3, Ste-Julie, PQ J0L 2C0
Garvey, Joseph (13913), #200 Empire Bldg. 10080 Jasper, Edmonton, AB T5J 1V9
Giroday, Gordon (11180), 7100 Heather Street, Richmond, BC V6Y 2P6
Grant, W.J. (6964), 54 Bayview Road, Wallfak, NS B2N 1N9
Gravier, Reine P. (20931), 3119 Lo. Hi court, Placerville, CA 95667 U.S.A.
Grundwald, Leonard (8241), 12223-99th Ave., Surrey, BC V3V 2J9
Hanson, Timothy A. (21395), 1 Lakeshore Blvd., Apt. 104, Kirkland Lake, On P2N 3G3
Hare, John J. (23393), 96 River Road, Winnipeg, MB R2M 3Z4
Heely, Frank (11578), #2-8151 Steveston Hwy., Richmond, BC V7A 1M4
Holmes, Timothy Al (10793), Box 20 Rt. 3B, Springfield, KY 40069 U.S.A.
Kee, Woo Lip (15357L), 1109, 1800-4th St. S.W., Calgary, AB T2S 2S4
King, George (22528), 631 Balmoral Drive, Osaka, ON L1J 3A6
Lee, Ian A. (10693), 2624 Bruce Road, R.R. 7, Duncan, BC V9L 4W4
Longtin, Jean-Marie (21847), 548 Mercille, St-Lambert, PQ J4P 2L7
Malezian, Krikor S. (9158L), 17 Evergreen Crescent, Thornhill, ON L3T 5V8
Marrion, H.J. (11431L), 385 Tamarrack, Victoria, BC V9B 4W8
McCurdy, Lyall R. (15464), 12422-28A Avenue, Edmonton, AB T6J 4E1
Mikeska, Jr., Marvin R. (21285), Box 46891, Washington, DC 20050 U.S.A.
Owen, Scott B. (23664), 5602 Hamstead Crossing, Raleigh, NC 27612 U.S.A.
Parama, Richard D. (19200), Unit 6, 2 Mears Court, Karratha, WA 6719 Australia
Paterno, David R. (23320), 1940 Ashley Grove Ct., Burnaby, BC V5A 4A2
Polumsky, Steven M. (20532), 1811 W. St. John's Avenue, Austin, TX 78757-2238, U.S.A.
Richards, Ronald R. (13156L), 175 Logan Ave., Toronto, ON M4M 2N2
Scott, Ronald R. (13156L), 175 Logan Ave., Toronto, ON M4M 2N2
Shallwani, Mehdi A. (22480), 1000 Llewes Boulevard, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 3H9
Short, David L. (23340), 48 Fagan Drive, St. John's, NF A1A 3N4

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Notice of change of address and/or name must be sent to the Society, P.O. Box 5320, Station “F”, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 5J1, at least six weeks in advance.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

SKIFFINGTON, Albert J. (20870), #210-600 S. Island Highway, Campbell River, BC V9W 6R6
SPRAGENS, Dr. William C. (22808), 1703 Sundance Drive, Herndon, VA 22073-5613, U.S.A.
STUBBS, marianna G. (10670), 5107 Eage Neste Ct, Arlington, TX 76017, U.S.A.
THOMAS, Miss Eugenie E. (24282), 105-6880 Buswell Street, Richmond, BC V6Y 2Y7
VARRIN, Lawrence M. (10782L), 1006 Oak Crescent, Cornwall, ON K6J 2N1
WHEATLAND, Mrs. Sandra (15420), 4347-70 St. N.W., Calgary, AB T3B 2K4
WYATT, A. (15838L), 40 Prince Rupert Ave., Toronto, ON M6P 2A7

CHAPTER CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Argenteuil Stamp Club
   CH-118 - 354 Cameron St., Hawkesbury, ON K6A 2B4

Chateauguay Valley Stamp Club
   CH-186 - P.O. Box 303, Chateauguay, PQ J6J 3X0

Cornwallis & Area Stamp Club
   CH-193 - P.O. Box 45, Bear River, Digby Co., NS B0S 1B0

Fort George Phil. Society
   CH-95 -

Lakeshore Stamp Club Inc.
   CH-84 - 272 Vinet Ave., Dorval, PQ H9S 2M6

Lakeshore Stamp Club Inc.
   CH-84 - P.O. Box 1, Pointe Claire, PQ H9R 4N5

North Toronto Stamp Club
   CH-5 - c/o Douglas C. Irwin (14752), 406-2250 Lawrence Ave. E., Scarborough, ON M1P 2P9

FORWARDING ADDRESS REQUIRED

BOUVERAT, Marius Leon (13895), 1311 Grenadier Dr., Sudbury, ON
CROSTON, Thomas (21341)
EATON, Daniel L. (21286L), Box 35250, Stn 'E', Vancouver, BC
FARREN, JR., James Jr. (19127)
GIBSON, Frederick W. (10951), 5111-125th St., Edmonton, AB
ROAN, John R. (10571), P.O. Box 277, Abbotsford, BC
SULLIVAN, J. Charles (19801)
VANDERGAAST, Thys (19654), P.O. Box 2684, Taber, AB

DECEASED

CORNER, Albert H. (8475)
HAMILTON, John W. (14148), Victoria, BC
LEDINGHAM, George R. (21672), Cambridge, ON
PATRY, Arthur J. (21624), North Bay, ON
ROSS, Gerard J. (23971), Montreal, PQ

RESIGNATIONS

AVANDI, Leida (9468)
BAIN, lan (19461), Thornhill, ON
BARID, Kenneth S. (90827), Nantucket, MA, USA
BRUAN, Axel J. (13317), Southampton, PA, USA
BROOKS, A.R. (14335), Virden, MB
BUISMAN, Albert (14337), Brampton, ON
CAMPBELL, Kenneth B. (208677), Plaster Rock, NB
CHANTLER, R. Law (15456), St. Thomas, ON
CHESIRE, Robert S. (13576), Bristol, England
CLENDENING, William M. (20745), Thorold, ON
COLLIN, Raymond (10071), Montreal, PQ
COMIS, Stephen G. (23028)
CREASY, Gerald J. (9360), Selkirk, MB
DICKS, Alister W. (20467), Toronto, ON
DYCK, William H. (20432), Lively, ON
EMDALL, Peter (11280), New Westminster, BC
RESIgnATIONS

GAGNE, Annette (22961), Baie-Comeau, PQ
GILMER, J. Brian (9454), Toronto, ON
GONZALES, Herbert R. (11953)
GOTO, Edwin (13210), Gardena, CA, USA
GUTSCHMANN, Willi (7979), Sault Ste Marie, ON
HENDERSON, John (13824), Beloell, PQ
HOCKRIDGE, Herbert J. (13604), Scarborough, ON
HOEHNE, Randy (17097), FT. McMurray, AB
HOUNSELL, Robert W. (19593), Waterloo, ON
KENT, Maurice Bernard (15619), Woodstock, ON
KERNohan, H. Rudy C. (11473), Delhi, ON
KILLINGBECK, Bernice (9373), Peterborough, ON
KNUDSEN, Froven L. (23241), Burlington, ON
LAVOIE, Jean-Marc (11005), La Pocatiere, PQ
LUMB, RuthAnn T. (14527)
MARIN, R.J. (19791)
MCLACHLAN, Hugh H. (10523), Downview, ON
Mears, Arthur W. (13011), St. Stephen, NB
MEDLAND, John R.E. (10606), Vancouver, BC
MITCHELL, Wallace B. (7827), Watertown, MA, USA
MOORE, Derek J. (20175), Mount Forest, ON
MORRIS, Leonard W. (16033), Winnipeg, MB
NELSON, Elizabeth P. (19844), Veron, BC
NEWELL, Lawrence B. (22308), MacCall, ID, USA
PARROT, Louis (23221), Quebec, PQ
PATTON, Stephen John (14662), Sidney, BC
PLUT, JR. Joseph A. (15568), Etoiboke, ON
RAID, Evald (15740), Toronto, ON
RILEY, Judi L. (23310), Sault Ste. Marie, ON
ROBINSON, H.A. (14415), Jasper, AB
ROGERS, J.V. (4771), Victoria, BC
RUSSELL, Fred W. (10361), St. John's, NF
SAUNDERS, Philip M. (14477), Smith Falls, ON
SCHMID, J.E. (5350), Rodney, ON
SHEWFT, Lorne L. (20656), Midland, ON
SHOWN, Hugh V. (20446), Mishawaka, IN, USA
SOLES, Joan M.D. (19157), Parson, BC
STEWARD, Mona K. (15221), Olds, AB
STROMBERG, Kurt (19378), Pickering, ON
STUART, O.G. (12690), Prince Rupert, BC
TEICHGRABER, C.R. (10922), White Rock, BC
TURNBULL, John (17024), Nepean, ON
VALLILLEE, John E. (14847), Grand Falls, NB
VANOYCAN, Frank V. (18090), Barrie, ON
VROOM, Frank H. (22599)
WENTZELL, Robert A. (7482)
WILSLEY, Richard H. (8514), Edmonton, AB
WOOD, James M. (22413), Saskatoon, SK
ZIROJEVIC, Steve (13091)
Potts, Walter R. (19672), Vienna, VA, U.S.A.
RANDELLS, Lauritz C. (14744), Toronto, ON
RAYMOND, Kelsey O. (10159), Smith's Cove, NS
SANTONI-CALERO, Juan R. (21284), Santa Domingo Z.1, Domin
STANLEY, Robert G. (20718), Winnipeg, MB
TREVOR, Salisbury Mark (19511), Flin Flon, MB
VEENSTRA, Teake K. (9477), Chesley, ON
WELSH, Ian Clive (19233)
YOUNG, William A. (23843)
CHAPTER MEETINGS

AJAX PHILATELIC SOCIETY
R.P.S.C. Chapter 163 meets 1st and 3rd Mondays of each month, September to June in St. Bernadette's Hall, S-E corner of Harwood & Bayly, Ajax, from 7 to 10 p.m. All visitors welcome, especially junior collectors. Address: P.O. Box 186, Ajax, Ont. L1S 3C3.

AMICALE des PHILATELISTES de l'OUTAOUAIS
R.P.S.C. Chapter 190 meets every Thursday, September to April in the basement of the Saint Benoit Church, 170 Sherbrooke Street, Hull, Qué. Visitors welcome. For information, P.O. Box 422, Gatineau, Qué. J8P 7A1.

BARRIE DISTRICT STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter 73 meets second Wednesday of each month except July and August, at 7:30 p.m. at the Parkview Centre - 191 Blake Street, Barrie, Ont. Table Auction at every meeting. Visitors welcome. Contact: Sec-Treasurer Lew Metzger - 164 Wellington St. East, Barrie, Ont. L4M 2C8

BRAMALEA STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter No. 144 meets 1st Sunday (1:30-4:00 p.m.) and 3rd Tuesday (7:30-9:30 p.m.), September to June at Terry Miller Recreation Complex, Meeting Room 2, Williams Parkway (between Dixie Rd. & Bramalea Rd.) Bramalea, Ont. All visitors welcome. Correspondence to: Bramalea Stamp Club, P.O. 2041 Bramalea, Ont. L6T 3S3.

BRITISH COLUMBIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meetings every Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Post House, 1010 Home Street (at Nelson); Vancouver, B.C. Visitors welcome. Mail to the club c/o Mr. Leslie Upton, Secretary, 607 East 6th Street, North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1R4.

CALGARY PHILATELIC SOCIETY
(Chapter 66) Regular meeting: First Wednesday of month, 7:00 p.m. Auctions on third and fourth Wednesday of month, 7:30 p.m. Kerby Center, 1133 7 Ave. S.W. No meetings in July and August. Correspondence to Calgary Philatelic Society, P.O. Box 1478, Station "M", Calgary, Alta. T2P 2L6.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR ISRAEL PHILATELY
(C.A.F.I.P.) R.P.S.C. Chapter 76 meets every second Monday of the month (except July and August) at 7:30 p.m. at the Jewish Community Centre, 4558 Bathurst Street, Willowdale, Ontario. President: Dr. Mitchell Levine, 159 Willowdale Avenue, Willowdale, Ontario M2N 4Y7.

COLUMBIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Chapter 11 RPSC meets 7:30 every fourth Tuesday. Visitors welcome Box 465, Trail, B.C. V1R 4L7 Phone 368-9601

CREDIT VALLEY PHILATELIC SOCIETY - MISSISSAUGA
Chapter No. 67 meets the 2nd & 4th Monday of every month (except on holidays and in July & August) at 7:30 p.m. at Forest Avenue Public School, 20 Forest Ave., in Port Credit. Visitors always welcome. Further information, contact E.A. Read, (416) 278-4716.

DELTA STAMP CLUB
Chapter No. 138 meets on the second and fourth Tuesdays (except June/August) 8 p.m. at the South Delta Library, 1321A - 56th Street, Delta. B.C. Visitors always welcome. Further information: Bill Heather, (604) 943-5303.

EAST TORONTO STAMP CLUB

ESSEX COUNTY STAMP CLUB (WINDSOR)
RPSC Chapter 154 meets on the second and fourth Wednesday of the month (except July, August and December) at Roseland Golf and Curling Club. 455 Kennedy Dr. W., Windsor, Ontario. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. All collectors and visitors are welcome, whatever your interests. Information from: The Secretary, Essex County Stamp Club, P.O. Box 1503, Station A, Windsor, Ontario N9A 6R5.

ETOBICOKE PHILATELIC SOCIETY
RPSC Chapter 78 will meet for the 1987-1988 season as follows: Wednesday, Sept. 9 - then Wednesday, Oct. 7, Wednesday, Nov. 4/87 at Fairfield Seniors Citizens Centre, 80 Lochian Ave., Etobicoke, Ont. The Wednesday, Dec. 9/87 meeting will be at Montgomery Inn, Etobicoke. Then the first Wednesday of Jan; Feb; Mar; Apr; May; Jun; - 1988, at Fairfield Seniors Centre. All the meetings start at 7:30 p.m. VISITORS ARE WELCOME. Information from: Pres. C.E. Allen, 5 Aintree Court, Toronto, Ont. M8W 2E1, telephone 251-3425.

FENELON STAMP CLUB
Fenelon Stamp Club R.P.S.C. Chapter 176 meets the 2nd Monday of each month in the Fenelon Falls Public Library at 7:30 p.m. President Ron Thoburn, P.O. Box 646, Fenelon Falls, Ont. K0M 1N0. Visitors welcome.
CHAPTER MEETINGS

HAMILTON PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Welcome all visitors to our membership meetings held twice monthly on the second and fourth Mondays of each month except June, July and August when the Society meetings on the second Monday only. We meet at the Hamilton Fire Fighters Club, 501 Concession Street (off Upper Wentworth) in Hamilton at 6:30 p.m. (Entrance and parking at rear of building). A bourse of up to 14 dealers attends every meeting with the Society’s Sales Circuit and Library. Admission - Visitors - 75c.

KAWARTHA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Chapter 58, R.P.S.C. Meetings 2nd and 4th Tuesdays of months September through June (exclude 4th Tuesday in December and June) 7:30 p.m. Meeting place St. John’s School, corner of Braidwood and Jane St., Peterborough, Ont. Contact Lloyd Mosher, Pres. Mailing address of Club: 1269 Royal Dr., Peterborough, Ont. K9H 6R6.

KELOWNA & DISTRICT STAMP CLUB
Chapter 90 meets monthly, 1st Wednesday, Sept. to June, from 7 - 10 p.m. in the Kelowna Secondary School Cafeteria, 575 Harvey Ave. Business meeting 8 p.m. followed by an auction - visitors always welcome. Address: Box 1185, Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P8.

KENT COUNTY STAMP CLUB
Chapter No. 7 Regular meetings the fourth Wednesday of each month (except July, August and December) in the cafeteria of John McGregor Secondary School, 300 Cecile at 7:30 p.m. Visitors always welcome. Secretary Abie Heersma, 73 Jasper, Chatham, Ont. N7M 4C1

KINGSTON STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter 49 meets the second & fourth Monday, Sept. to May, at 6 p.m. for juniors and 7 p.m. for all members, at the Hall of St. George Cathedral, Johnson and Wellington Sts., Kingston, Ont. Correspondence to: Kingston Stamp Club, c/o Ronald Tritton, P.O. Box 1202, Kingston, Ont. K7L 4Y8.

LAKEHEAD STAMP CLUB

LAKESHORE STAMP CLUB
Meets at St. John’s Church, 96 Aurora, Pointe Claire, Quebec. Meeting nights 2nd and 4th Thursdays, September till June, at 7:30 p.m. President Ray Ireson. Mailing address: P.O. Box 1, Pointe Claire, P.Q. H9R 4N5.

MEDICINE HAT COIN AND STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter #146 meets the second and fourth Tuesdays of every month at 7:30 p.m., Room #14 at the Veiner Centre, 225 Woodman Avenue S.E. Visitors are welcome. Club address is Box 1353, Medicine Hat, Alberta.

NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB
Chapter 5 of the Royal. Meetings at 7:30 p.m. on Second and Fourth Thursdays (except in July and August) at Bedford Park United Church, 100 Ranleigh Avenue, Toronto. Visitors Welcome.

NOVA SCOTIA STAMP CLUB

OAKVILLE STAMP CLUB
Chapter No. 135 meets the second and fourth Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. in the "Pine Room", Oakville Arena, Rebecca Street, Oakville. Mailing Address: P.O. Box 524, Oakville, Ontario, L6J 5B4. Geoff Hill, President.

OTTAWA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
R.P.S.C. Chapter No. 16, meets Thursdays at 8:00 p.m. September through May in room 021, Marion Hall, University of Ottawa. Visitors welcome. Information from P.O. Box 94442, Alta Vista Terminal, Ottawa, Ont. K1G 3V1.

R.A. STAMP CLUB - OTTAWA
(Chapter 41, R.P.S.C). Meets 7:30 p.m. every Monday at The R.A. Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario. (Except June, July and August). Visitors welcome - phone 733-5100.

SAINT JOHN STAMP CLUB
Meets 2nd and 4th Wednesdays 8 p.m. at St. Malachy’s High School with exception of June to August. Auction at each meeting. Secretary, Saint John Stamp Club, Box 6783, Station A, Saint John, N.B. E2L 4S2.

LA SOCIÉTÉ PHILATÉLIQUE DE QUÉBEC
Regular meetings will be held in the basement of The Saint Charles Garnier Church, 1215 Chanoine Morel, Sillery. As in the past, we will hold meetings on the first and third Wednesdays of the month - 7:30 hr., to 10:00.
CHAPTER MEETINGS

TORONTO HARMONIE STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter 94 meets every 3rd Thursday of the month at Victoria Park Secondary School, 15 Wallingford Rd., Don Mills. We start at 7:30 p.m. in the Library Seminar Room. Visitors are always welcome and enquiries should be directed to J. Doehler (416-438-4862) at the above address or P. Mustard (690-9711).

UNION PHILATÉLIQUE DE MONTRÉAL
(RPSC Chapter No. 3) meets every second and fourth Tuesday, September to June, at 7 p.m., 7110 8th ave., Montréal (St. Michel) P.Q. Visitors always welcome. Postal address: P.O. Box 398, Station A, Montréal, Quebec H3C 2T1.

WEST TORONTO STAMP CLUB

WESTMOUNT PHILATELIC CLUB
Chapter 17 of the Royal. Meets every 4th Monday September through May (except December at 7:30 p.m. at the United Service Club, 1195 Sherbrooke St. West, Montréal. President Bernie Margolis. Mailing address: c/o Robert Mirabelli, 9 Dobie Ave., McRoyal PQ, H3P 1R9. Visitors very welcome. Information: phone Robert Mirabelli (514) 735-0183.

WINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meetings: 1st & 3rd Thursdays (except July & August), 7:30 p.m., Veterans Club Room, downstairs, C.N. Union Station, Main St. at Broadway, Box 1425, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z1. Visitors always welcome.

CLASSIFIED

Rates — 15 cents per word. Minimum charge of $3.00 for each insertion. Please indicate what heading ad to go under.
- PAYABLE •
CASH IN ADVANCE
Advertising Manager
PAUL M. BUREGA
P.O. Box 15765, Station F
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 3S7

APPROVALS

CANADIAN & G.B. CLASSICS Reliable approvals at popular prices. References & preferences will be appreciated. G.B. plates identified $1.50 per item. Please send cheque with consignments and add $3.50 to cover return postage & handling. Penny-Black Services, P.O. Box 115, Brossard P.Q., J4Z 3J1 (Member R.P.S.C. B.N.A.P.S.)

PENNY APPROVALS OF BRITISH COLONIES at fraction of catalogue. Stamps are individually priced and mounted. Pick only the stamps you want. Excellent value and variety. Ideal for the beginner to advanced collector alike. G. Pal, P.O. Box 97, Station F, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R2L 2A5.

AUCTIONS

HONG KONG'S leading auctioneers. Public auctions with over 1,000 lots every month. Sample catalogue free. Vendors only 10%. John Bull Stamps Ltd., G.P.O. Box 10009, Hong Kong.

WESTMOUNT PHILATELIC CLUB
Chapter 17 of the Royal. Meets every 4th Monday September through May (except December at 7:30 p.m. at the United Service Club, 1195 Sherbrooke St. West, Montréal. President Bernie Margolis. Mailing address: c/o Robert Mirabelli, 9 Dobie Ave., McRoyal PQ, H3P 1R9. Visitors very welcome. Information: phone Robert Mirabelli (514) 735-0183.

WINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meetings: 1st & 3rd Thursdays (except July & August), 7:30 p.m., Veterans Club Room, downstairs, C.N. Union Station, Main St. at Broadway, Box 1425, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z1. Visitors always welcome.
CLASSIFIED

CANADA & BNA


CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND price list, free, to serious adults. Mint, Used, Singles, Plate blocks, Coils, Booklets, Panes. Tagged or will quote your want list. Philip Horowitz, Box 4117, Sunnyside, NY 11104.

NEWFOUNDLAND & BRITISH COMMONWEALTH APPRAISALS Personalized Service. Guaranteed quality. RPSC number earns discount. R. Stead, Box 10039-B, St. John’s, NF A1A 4L5

10 DIFFERENT PERMIT postage covers free with order of my specialized catalogue on Canadian permit postage stamps. First ever printed. $15.00 post paid. Also wanted to buy/trade any earlier or unusual permits. Dick Saecker, 384 Regal Dr. London, Ontario N5Y 1J7.

CANADA CLEARANCE SALE PRICE LIST, Wide range of stamps mint and used, plate blocks, sheets, first day covers, airmails, first flight covers, Jubilee to peace issue used singles and blocks plus special offers and unique items. Raymond T. Simrak, P.O. Box 56, Maidstone, Ontario N0R 1K0.


CANADA SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL


COMMONWEALTH

SEND $2.00 FOR 30 DIFFERENT BAHAMAS, mostly commemoratives and my current Bahamian price list with over a thousand items. Don Joss, Box FH14397, Nassau, Bahamas.

70 Different AUSTRALIA only 40¢ introduces attractive, inexpensive Australian/New Zealand approvals. Albums available. Want lists welcome. Cheltenham Company, Box 5737T, Bethesda, Maryland 20814 USA.

EXCHANGES

OPENING FOR NEW MEMBERS, Prompt service, B.C., W.W. SASE for details. Gordon J. Downey, P.O. Box 311, Station "O" Toronto, Ont. M4A 2N3, Canada. (1042)

GREAT BRITAIN

G.B. LINE ENGRAVED SPECIALIST 1d Reds, singles, lots, covers, James McKenzie, P.O. Box 964, Station "B", Willowdale, Ontario M2K 2T6.

LITERATURE


SPECIAL OFFERS

SENSATIONAL "ELITA" WORLD MIXTURE Without charge, we will send you 6 oz. of this superb on paper mixture for your inspection. Fantastic catalog value and variety guaranteed. You pay $12.00 CA. only if you are completely satisfied - otherwise return it. No approvals - write for complete list. B. Schulze, Box 4218, Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X8.

FANTASTIC FREE LIST of our over 1000 Country and Topical Packets write today. Richard Stamps, Box 237, St. Lambert, Quebec, Canada J4P 3N8.

PRICE LIST OF USED GREAT BRITAIN AND COMMONWEALTH FREE send 74¢ return postage. Angrophila, 295 Sixth Street, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M8V 3A8.

TREASURE LOT On & off paper high grade world mix with many better & top values. Lots of value, lots of fun. You pay $18.00 CA. only if completely satisfied - otherwise return it. No approvals - write for complete list. B. Schulze, Box 4218, Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X8.

CANADA, UNITED STATES on paper by the pound. Ask for free price list today, Richard Stamps, Box 237, St. Lambert, Quebec, Canada J4P 3N8.

JOIN THE CLUB Receive for inspection monthly, a good mixture, a selection of lots or singles. You keep only what you like. Ask for details. B. Schulze, Box 4218, Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X8.

PRICE LIST OF USED CANADA AND UNITED STATES FREE send 74¢ return postage. Angrophila, 295 Sixth Street, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada, M8V 3A8.

HINGES, PREFOLDED: SPECIAL: PACKAGE OF 1000: $1.00, (10 packs: $9.00) B. Schulze, P.O. Box 4218, Station A, Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X8.

WANTED, SOUVENIR SHEETS, WORLDWIDE, MNH, in exchange for recent 1987-88 US mint commemoratives. Ann Kahn, 3231 Yosemite #3, El Cerrito, California 94530 USA.

WANT LISTS

AUSTRALIA, N.Z., G.B., GERMANY, IRELAND, CANADA Mint & used. Send want list to Frank Penner, #310-1019 Harvey Ave., Kelowna, B.C., Canada V1Y 6E4.

WE DO OUR BEST to fill your needs for used Canada, G.B., U.S.A., Commonwealth stamps at 40% off catalogue! Friendly guaranteed service. P.D.G. 20 Stamps, Box 894, Trenton, Ontario K8V 5R8.
WANTED - CANADA

PRESENTATION BOOKS, annual souvenir collections, similar items. Jerome C. Jarnick, 108 Duncan Drive, Troy MI 48098-4613.

CANADA 1930 ARCH AND LEAF ISSUE (Scott 162-77, C2 and C4) on commercial airmail covers to foreign destinations, including SCADTA (Columbian), Zeppelin, and Catapult covers. Also, 1930 ARCH and LEAF ISSUE on pioneer flight covers flown by Mattern, Hawks, Von Gronau, Balbo, etc. Airmail covers with postage due and/or special delivery from 1930-35 also of interest. Jim Goss, Suite 200, 25 N. Gratiot, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

LITTLE NORWAY, TOR., covers and cancels on stamps. Also wanted covers pre 1950 form Norway to Canada and from Canada to Norway. Send photocopy. Exchange or buy, good price. Ola Ellingbo, Ollelokv. 14, 1390 Vollen, Norway.

WANTED - CANADA

SUNNY ALBERTA, Alberta town cancels on cover, card or stamp. Territory period forward. Also Edmonton and small town views and advertising covers. Keith R. Spencer, 5005 Whitemud Road, Edmonton, Alberta T6H 5L2.

WANTED COMMONWEALTH

ST. HELENA, Specimens. Pre 1945 used on cover or piece, large blocks used, varieties, prestamp covers, and the unusual. James E. Kraemer, 17 Comanche Dr., Ottawa, Canada K2E 6E8.

WANTED - HAWAII

WANTED - HAWAII - all covers, post cards, all Hawaiian and used - mint - send insured for offer - our cheque out to you within 3 days. Offer O.K. - J. Colvin - P.O. Box 8575, Honolulu, Hawaii, 96830, U.S.A.

CANADIAN PHILATELIST ADVERTISING RATES

(Effective 1 January 1987)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>1 issue</th>
<th>6 consecutive issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covers or specified pages</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
<td>$1350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full page</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>700.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half page</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>485.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter page</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth page</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>270.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classified Ads: 15 cents per word. Minimum charge of $3.00 per insertion, payable strictly in advance. No discount allowed for classified ads.

Terms of Payment: To take advantage of the six issue rate (six issues rate less 10 percent) payments must be made in one sum at the time the contract is signed. This does not apply to classified ads or Chapter insertions.

All advertisers unknown to the R.P.S.C. must pay in advance for single insertions. Prepayment of six consecutive issues insures a fixed rate for that period. All other conditions are subject to change without notice.

Deadline for Copy: Copy to be in the hands of the Advertising Manager, Richard K. Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada by the 21st of the second month preceding the date of issue, i.e., November, January, March, May, July and September.

Date of Issue: First of the month of January, March, May, July, September and November, until further notice.

Changes of Copy: Copy will be repeated unless changes are supplied as above.

Cuts, Halftones, etc.: To be provided by the advertiser.

Chapter Insertions: $15.00 for six consecutive insertions. No discount.

Send Data to: Paul M. Burega, Advertising Manager, P.O. Box 15765, Station "F", Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3S7, CANADA
"THE 1988 C.S.D.A. STAMP SHOW"
PUBLIC AUCTION
JUNE 17 - 18
TORONTO

INCLUDING AN EXCEPTIONAL OLD-TIME COLLECTION OF
PENCE & 1859 ISSUES OF CANADA,
AN IMPORTANT OFFERING OF EARLY CANADA
FROM AN EASTERN COLLECTOR.
THE STONEMAN CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, AND COMMONWEALTH
COLLECTIONS, THE COMPLETE HOLDINGS FROM A SEATTLE
COLLECTOR PLUS MANY IMPORTANT WORLD WIDE COLLECTIONS,
SETS & SINGLES FROM OVER 40 ADDITIONAL CONSIGNORS.

COMPLIMENTARY CATALOGUES AVAILABLE,
OR SEND $25 FOR A 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO:

EATON & SONS
803 - 372 Bay St.
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2W9
(416) 368-1333
STILL THE ONE!

For Better B.N.A.

J.N. SissonS INC.
Toronto Eaton Centre, Galleria Offices
1st Floor, Suite 119, Box 513,
220 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario
M5B 2H1
(416) 595-9800